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SCOPE NOTE

This Estimate assesses present and future Soviet capabilities for
strategic nuclear conflict. It estimates the numbers, types, and
characteristics of Soviet offensive and defonsive forces for strategic
nuclear conflict and of their supporting elements over the next 10 years.
It summarizes Soviet policies and doctrine applicable to strategic
·
nuclear forces.
The Estimate differs from the ll-3/8s of the past few years in two
important respects:
-

This year the section of the Estimate covering Soviet policy and
doctrine is confined to those aspects applicable to ;;trategic
nuclear forces. Questions concerning the relationship between,
on the one hand, Soviet forces and policies for strategic nuclear
conflict and, on the other hand, broad Soviet national and
foreign policy goals and expectations will be addressed in the
forthcoming NIE 11-4: Soviet Goals and Expectations in the
Global Power Arena.

-

This year's Estimate addresses for the first time Soviet strategic
forces for attacking targets on the Eurasian periphery in
addition to Soviet forces for intercontinental attack and strategic
defense.

Thus, the Estimate treats the following elements of Soviet military
forces:
Intercontinental attack: intercontinental ballistic missiles
(ICBMs), submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs), intercontinental bombers, and long-range cruise missiles.
Peripheral attack: intermediate-range bombers, medium- and
intermediate-range ballistic missiles (MRBMs and IRBMs), and
certain older SLBMs.
Strategic defense: ballistic missile warning systems, antiballistic
missile (ABM) and antisatellite (ASAT) systems; surface-to-air
missiles (SAMs), fighter interceptors, and supporting systems for
defending Soviet territory against aircraft and cruise missiles;
antisubmarine warfare (ASW) .systems for use against nuclearpowered ballistic missile submarines (SSBNs); and the Soviet
civil defense program.

ii
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In addition, the Estimate assesses those activities and organizations
which support and integrate Soviet strategic nuclear forces. Notable
among these are the Soviet command, control, and communications
system, the readiness procedures and alert status of forces, and research
and development programs.

To meet the needs of a variety of consumers, the Estimate consists
of two volumes. The first is a Summary Estimate, which presents our
analysis of prospects for the strategic environment, summarizes the
main developments and trends in Soviet strategic programs, and assesses
the implications of future Soviet strategic forces. The second comprises
five chapters addressing Soviet strategic forces and programs in some
detail, along with relevant aspects of Soviet doctrine, policy, and
operational concepts. The second volume also includes an annex which
discusses our future projections in further detail.
The cutoff date for information and analysis in the Estimate is
1 January 1978. We have extended this cutoff in a few instances,
however, in order to take cognizance of more recently acquired
evidence and preliminary analysis which could affect our judgments
about future Soviet ICBM capabilities. These new developments and
their possible implications are addressed in the notes following
paragraphs 16, 27, and 86 and on figure 15.

iv
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SUMMARY ESTIMATE
PART I
PROSPECTS FOR THE STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENT
1. We believe the Soviets look with considerable
satisfaction on the progress they have made in strategic nuclear capabilities over the past 20 years or so.
They sec this progress as having provided them with a
powerful deterrent and as contributing in a major way
to the recognition of the USSR as a superpower equal
to the United States. They probably sec their present
intercontinental attack forces as roughly equal to those
of 'their most formidable adversary, the Un'.ted States,
and sec their peripheral attack forces as superior lo the
comparable forces of all likely adversaries-including
China-combined.

A. Recent Trends in Soviet Strategic Programs
2. This past year Sovie!. strategic offensive and
defensive programs have continued to display the
broad scope, vigor, and persistence to which we have
called attention in previous estimates. Soviet programs
have proceeded much as forecast last year.
- In the offensive field, major current deployment activities include: the moderately paced
conversion of ICBM silos to new systems; a
nearly completed phase of SSBN construction;
actual or imminc;,t deployment of the USSR's
first SLBM with multiple independently targetable reentry vehicles (MIRVs); probable initial
deployment of mobile IRBMs; and production of
Backfire bombers at somewhat increased rates.
There is a somewhat better than even chance
that silo deployment of the $$-16 solid-propellant
ICBM has begun, but mobile deployment is
evidently still deferred. Developmental activities
include work at various stages on: several modi-

fied or follow-on ICBMs; a new, large
SSBN/SLBM weapon system; a new aerial tanker
and probably a new long-range bomber; and
cruise missiles which may have ranges in excess

of 600 kilometers. For the second consecutive
year we have concluded that the current genera-

crCS 8691e:l 7'1/f

lion of Soviet ICBMs is somewhat more accurate
than we had previously estimated. In addition,
some of the modified or follow-on ICBMs under
development are approaching the flight-test
stage.
- In the defensive field, the Soviets primary
recent stress has been on rcs.carch and development (R&D). Important R&D activities are
under way in ABM and antisatcllite systems,
ground-based radars, a large airborne surveillance radar, low-altitude air defense fighters and
SAMs, ASW sensors, and directed-energy weapons, notably lasers. This year the Soviets have
continued working to improve their ballistic
missile launch detection, acquisition. and tracking capabilities. They conducted flight tests of a
high-acceleration ABM interceptor. In addition,
we identified far more civil defense shelters than
had been known to exist

B. Probable Soviet Objectives for Strategic
Forces
3. On. the basis of recent trends. il appears that the
Soviets have largely completed the expansion phase
which established the size and composition of the
strategic nuclear forces they now possess. Now a new
phase emphasizing technological improvement is well
under way with, as yet, mixed results-striking advances in ballistic missile technology but, as far as we
can tell, little success to date in advanced R&D in
defensive fields. It also appears-from the growing
diversity of Soviet command. control, warning, and

other systems lo support the conduct of nuclear warthat the present phase stresses operational flexibility
while maintaining highly centralized control.
4. We believe that in pursuing this new phase of
force improvement the Soviets probably have the
following general objectives for their strategic nuclear
forces for the next IO years:

Top Scocl
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-

Continue to improve overall war-fighting and

aspects of strategic o[fcnsivc potential, while in
others. the relationship between Soviet and US
forces will tend to stabilize as the destructive
potential o[ each side increases. Under SALT
conditions. advantages will probably remain

war-survival capabilities, including what US
strategists would call counterforce and damagclimiting capabilities. In the Soviet view, such
capabilities constitute the best deterrent. In addition, the Soviets sec large, power[ ul forces as
having political utility and as contributing to

mixed.

- The Soviets will continue to place primary reliance for intercontinental attack on ICBMs. The
threat to US ICBM silos posed by Soviet ICBMs
will become severe within the next few years.
The vulnerability of Soviet silos will not change
much until at least the mid-1980s. After that, it
could increase considerably if the United States.
deploys the M-X ICBM or a comparable system.
It is possible, therefore, that at some point the
Soviets may shift emphasis more toward SLBMs
and perhaps mobile ICBMs. They might increase
their reliance on launching their forces upon
receipt of tactical warning.

their long-term goals in the competition 'vith the

West.
- Ensure that their strategic forces and supporting
clements will appear powerful in comparison
with those of other nations (singly or in combination). will support the perception that the strategic balance is continuing to shift in the USSR's
favor, and will increase the chances that the
Soviet Union could emerge from a nuclear war in

a better position than the United States. The
Soviets probably do not expect all requirements
to be fully satisfied_ during the period.
- Emphasize quality in strategic weapons development and deployment, but go slow on sacrificing
quantity. The Soviets want to compete technologically to catch up with and, if possible, surpass
the West, and in any event to avoid falling
behind. They will try to achieve quantum leaps
in selected technologies.

- The USSR's capabilities for nuclear attack
against our NATO allies, China, and other areas
on the Eurasian periphery will increase and will
remain superior to those of its potential
adversaries.

- The Soviets will almost certainly remain unable
to prevent US alert bombers and at-sea SLBMs
from being launched.

- Improve operational warning and command and
control systems and increase readiness, targeting.
and attack assessment capabilities. The objective
of these efforts is apparently to enable the Soviets
to employ limited nuclear options in theater
warfare, to launch their intercontinental forces
either in a preemptive attack or in response to
. tactical warning, and, if necessary, to launch a
devastating retaliatory attack. The Soviets seek to
be able to control their strategic forces in a
nuclear war which they consider may last for

- We expect the USSR to resP,nd to the US cruise
missile threat by stressing defenses against it.
Nevertheless, Soviet capabilities to counter largescalc air attacks including bombers, cruise missiles, and short-range attack missiles (SRAMs)
almost certainly will remain low throughout the
period of the Estimate.
- Soviet forces will remain able lo inflict massive
damage on the United States and on areas peripheral to the USSR in either initial or retaliatory attacks. At the same time, it is extremely
unlikely that Soviet forces will be able to prevent
massive damage to the USSR from retaliatory US
attacks. US forces surviving even a surprise So-

some time.

C. General Forecast for the Next l 0 Years
5. Available evidence and our understanding of the
trends in Soviet strategic programs lead us to conclude

viet counterforce strike would comprise .several

that:
- Soviet forces for intercontinental attack will become more powerful and flexible. Even under
constraints along the lines now being negotiated
in the strategic ·arms limitation talks (SALT),
Soviet intercontinental offensive strength will
grow in relation to that of the United States
between now and the early 1980s. After the early
1980s, the USSR will continue lo gain in some
<
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thousand bombs and warheads having large
lethal area and hard-target potentials.
6. For the mid-1980s and beyond, these judgments
arc subject to considerable uncertainty ·because of the
unknowns about future Soviet programs and because
present US planning is in flux. However, it seems clear
that, for at least the next few years, the general picture
will be one of a Soviet Union continuing both to

2
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deploy and to develop improved systems which increase its overall strategic capabilities. while the US
effort remains largely developmental. The actual strategic significance of increases in Soviet striking po'vcr
may be debatable, especially in view of the many
Soviet vulnerabilities and the retaliatory power of the
United States. But there is likely to be a perception of

continued Soviet momentum nnd of strategic trends
unfavorable to the United Stales and its allies. How
and for what purposes the Soviets might seek to exploit
this perception lo their political advantage will depend
on the course and thrust of Soviet foreign policy
during the period in question. These issues will be
examined in the forthcoming NIE 11-4.:

3
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PART II
MAIN DEVELOPMENTS AND TRENDS
7. The development of Soviet strategic nuclear
forces has been and is influenced by a variety of
factors, some more variable than others. Among the
more variable factors arc the Soviet leadership's perceptions of the scope and vigor of developments in US
and third-country strategic nuclear capabilities and

doctrine, as well as the tcclmological progress the
Soviets anticipate in both the United States and the
USSR. The more permanent factors include:
- A leadership whose strong commitment to powerful military forces stems from historical experience in which such forces have succeeded in
defending the USSR, in expanding its influence.
and in turning it into an acknowledged global
power.
- A weapons development and procurement process which stresses continuity and an incremental
approach to imp(oving strategic capabilities.
- The institutional interests of the several branches
of the Soviet armed forces, design establishments,
and military industries.
-

A military doctrine which calls for ever-better
war-fighting capabilities, supported by a political
perception that strategic nuclear power is central
to the USSR 's security and national aspirations.

8. Soviet military doctrine calls for capabilities to
fight, survive, and win a nuclear war. According to
this doctrine, it is essential to acquire and improve
countcrmilitary capabilities-that is, weapons capable
of attacking nuclear and other forces, command and
control facilities, and supporting elements. It is also
essential to provide for the active and passive defense
of the homeland. Soviet development of hard-target
offensive weapons, continued strengthening of already
extensive strategic defensive forces, strategic hardening, and civil defense programs are all consistent with
the main tenets of this doctrine.
9. The Soviets recognize that a state of mutual
deterrence is an operative reality today, but they
TCS 88$101•'11/1

deterrent. To our kno,vlcdge. however. Soviet military

doctrine does not meaningfully describe the conditions
which would constilute winning a nuclear war, and no

Soviet offieial has asserted in this decade that nuclear
conflict is a feasible or practical means for implementing Soviet policy.
10. The predominant impression conveyed by Soviet statements and actions is that the Soviet leaders
sec nuclear war as a disaster to be avoided if possible.
For the foreseeable future the Soviets evidently regard
the likelihood of such a war as low. They apparently
see little chance of a US first strike, although they do
not exclude the possibility. We believe Soviet initiation
of an unprovoked, deliberate first strike against the
United States is also highly unlikely.
11. Nevertheless, the Soviets are evidently striving
to be in a position where, if nuclear war does occur.

the USSR can fight and survive it and emerge from it
in a better position than the United States. They are
examining a variety of ways that nuclear war could

A. Military Doctrine

.Y

publicly reject US notions of strategic stability and
sufficiency. They apparently perceive "mutual assured destruction .. as neither a desirable nor a lasting
basis for the US-Soviet strategic relationship. They
believe that a superior Soviet war-fighting capability,
including '"hat US strategists would call counterforce
and damage-limiting capabilities, is the best type of

begin and arc structuring their strategic nuclear forces
in ways designed to increase the options available to
the leadership under widely varying crisis and conflict
circumstances.

_
] assumed that any c~ash in:olving the
United States and the USSR would 1mmed1ately escalate to intercontinental nuclear war and that theater
war would be inseparable from that larger conflict.
Now.I
-:\describe intcrcontincn~
ta! co~ict as beginning cit~r by escalation from a
theater conflict or by a massive US surprise attack. In
the first of these circumstances, which is clearly
considered the more likely, the Soviets envisage an
indeterminate period of large-scale conventional war-

4
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12. Fifteen or so years ago, Soviet[
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fare preceding a NATO decision to begin theater
nuclear operations. In their view, escalation to the
intercontinental level would be likely at any point
during the theater conflict, although restriction of the
use of nuclear weapons lo the theater level is not
entirely ruled out. In the second and, in the Soviet
view, much less likely circumstance, conflict would
begin with a large-scale US intcrconlincnlal strike

followed closely by theater nuclear operations. A
""threatening period"' in advance of hostilities is evidently thought likely, at least in the first circumstance.
Allowance for the absence of such a period is made in
the second.
13. Soviet forces and supporting clements apparently are expected to be able to begin strategic nuclear
operations in any one of three ways: preemption.

launch on tactical warning, and retaliation. The generally low day-to-day readiness-by US standards-of
Soviet strategic nuclear forces is consistent with the
Soviet· view that strategic nuclear conflict most likely
'\vould occur under circumstances in which there

terns, might have cost roughly two-thirds more
than what the United Stales spent.
These dollar cost estimates measure neither the effectiveness of the Soviet programs, which is· mixed. nor
their impact on Soviet human and material resources,
which is burdensome.
'

15. As '\VC noted last year, the Soviets ha vc long
borne a peacetime burden of military expenditures
that is extremely high by Western standards and much
greater than we had previously understood. The Central Intelligence Agency now estimates that the overall
Soviet defense budget absorbs about 12 percent of the
Soviet gross national product, as compared with 6
percent for the United States. When measured in
rubles, expenditures for the procurement and operation of Soviet strategic offensive and defensive forces
in 1976 constituted about one-quarter of Soviet defense expenditures. (Sec figure 1.) In the coming
decade we expect the growth rate of the Soviet
economy to decline, thereby making choices in the
allocation of scarce resources more difficult. In our

would be time for increases in readiness status. However, there is evidence that a substantial portion of the
Soviet ICBM force is capable of quick reaction, even if
not routinely maintained at high readiness, and that
the Soviets are making efforts to improve tactical
warning capabilities:[

judgment, however, it is unlikely that there will be any
decline in the recent growth rate of 4 to 5 percent
evident in overall defense spending. Were the Soviets
to decide to slow the growth in defense outlays in
favor of accelerating economic growth projects, we
think it would nevertheless be highly unlikely that
planned future outlays for strategic forces would be
reduced.

J

C. Developments in Offensive Forces

B. Economic Considerations

Land-Based Ballistic Missiles

14. The sheer size of Soviet strategic programs can
be appreciated by estimating what they would have
cost if purchased in the United Stales. In dollar terms
in 1976:

16. The Soviets had 1,442 ICBM launchers at operational complexes as of 1 January 1978. Of that force,
1,267 ICBM launchers were operational, 134 were
under conversion. and 41 were in the process of being

dismantled as rcquirCd by the SALT Interim Agreement. Silos continue to be converted for the new
SS-17, SS-18, and SS-19 ICBMs at the overall moderate
pace projected last year. All three of th= new ICBMs
have been tested with MIRVs, and most of those
deployed are believed to be so equipped. At the
beginning of January the Soviets had operational 344
silos with these new systems-134 of them with the
heavy SS-18s. SALT limitations aside. the evidence
·available to us indicates that the Soviet program has
called for about 920 such silos to be operational by
1981; SALT 11 limitations would reduce this to 820.
The program may also include the conversion of the
60 SS-13 silos for the new solid-propellant SS-16,

- The procurement and operation of Soviet strategic offensive forces would have cost about two
and a half times what the United States spent,
although about one-third of it would have been
for intermediate-range forces having no direct

US counterparts.
-

Procurement and operation of defensive forces,
excluding ASW and civil defense, would have
cost about seven times what the United States
spent.

-

Research and development supporting the entire
military establishment, a large but unknown
portion of which is applicable to strategic sys5
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Figura 1

Estimated Soviet Expenditures for Defense, 1970-76
C. Percentage Distribution of
Estimated Total Expenditu'res
(Calculated In 1970 Rubles)
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whicb has not been tested with MIRVs to date. (Figure
2 shows selected characteristics of SOviet ICBMs.)
Note: We have assumed in our SALT-limited
projections of Soviet forces for intercontinental

attack that, under a limit of 820 ICBMs of types
counted as MIRVed, the Soviets would deploy
308 launchers equipped with SS-18s, 410 with
SS-19s, and 100 with SS-17s. (These projections
are addressed in part Ill of this Summary Estimate.) Recent evidence of construction activity at
Soviet ICBM complexes suggests that the Soviets
arc planning to deploy a mix which contains 100
fewer SS-19s and 100 more SS-17s than assumed
in our projections. For the implications of this
difference, see the note following paragraph 86.
17. For the second consecutive year, we have been
able to refine our estimates of the accuracies of the
new ICBMs and have learned that they arc somewhat
more accurate than previously estimated.

L

]"rhe accuracies of these Soviet ICBMs probably
will continue to be in1provcd somewhat over the next

few years.
18. The SS-17, SS-18, and SS-19 have also been
tested with large, single reentry vehicles (RVs). These
single-RV variants have good capabilitios against hard
targets such as US ICBM silos and launch control
centers. The individual RVs of the MIRV variants
ha.vc considerably less hard-target capability because
of their lower yields, but they have more flexibility for
use against either soft or hard targets than docs the
SS-11, which still constitutes a large share of the ICBM
force. Our new estimates of the CEPs and yields of the
SS-18 and SS-19 indicate that the MIRV variants of
these two systems have hard-target capabilities that
arc about equal to each other and arc somewhat
greater than the capability of the SS-17 MIRVed
variant.

19. If the Soviets arc able to target two of 'heir
MIR Vs against each US silo, they could significantly
enhance the hard-target capabilities of their ICBM
Figure 2

Estimated Characteristics of Soviet ICBMs
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force. We estimate that al least the Ml!lVed variants
of the SS-18 and SS-19 could be used to conduct twoon-one targeting by either of two methods: from the
same booster (in line) or from different boosters (cross
targeting). All agencies believe that the in-line technique would be feasible for use in large-scale attacks.
The use of the cross-targeting technique would result
in somewhat greater damage expectancy against hard
targets. It would, however, present the Soviets with
difficult but not insurmountable operational problems.
We have no direct evidence of Soviet intcnlions to use
either technique. In this Estimate, therefore, we treat
two-on-one targeting against silos as a variable to

reflect our uncertainty, and we use the cross-targeting
technique in our calculations lo establish an upper
bound. (For a comparison of damage expectancies
against hard targets using one-on-one and two-on-one
targeting by these and other Soviet ICBMs, see
figure 3.)
20. A divergent view is that two--on-onc

cross~

targeted attacks with near-simultaneous impacts (that
is, about five to 20 seconds apart) to increase the
probability of the destruction of a hardened point
target arc not operationally feasible. The holder of this
view believes that the two-on-one cross-targeting tactic
in this Estimate overstates Soviet hard-target
capabilities and that Soviet planners, because of the
large uncertainties involved, would find the high risks
of such an attack unacceptable.'

usea

21. There continues to be uncertainly regarding the
status of the SS-16 solid-propellant ICBM program.
Available evidence indicates that the missile is still
being produced, though at a low rate. Recent activity
leads us to believe that the chances arc somewhat
better than even that SS-16s have now been installed
in perhaps 20 SS-13 silos at modified sites(.
\on the other hand, while we cannot confirm
whetn:.r or not mobile SS-16 deployment has occurred,
we continue to believe that such deployment has been
deferred, in part because of SALT considerations.
Ccntinuing construction activity at the Plcsctsk missile
test center appears, however, to be related lo the SS-16
mobile program, and deployment there could begin
quickly.
22. The Soviets have been preparing to deploy their
new mobile intermediate-range ballistic missile, the
SS-20; initial deployment of a few launchers has
• The ho(d<r of thll o«w ll th< lwlltant Chi./ of S1aff.
Inlelllgence. Deportment of che .Afr Foru.

TCS 889Iel n;<r

·probably now occurred at the first of nine identified
mobile ballistic missile bases under construction. The

-i

Soviets havcC

launchers for the SS-20 and equip each unit with
multiple missiles for ref ire purposes. Given the pace of
activities lo date, this deployment program is likely to
be completed in the early 1980s. We cXpccl this much
more effective Ml!lVcd missile eventually to replace
most, if not all, of the current force of about 550 older
l!lBMs and MRBMs, th~reby improving the Soviet
peripheral attack capability even though the number
of launchers will be fewer. (Figure 4 shows SS-20
coverage capabilities and characteristics of the SS-20,
the SS-5 l!lBM, and the SS-4 MRBM.)
23. The range of the SS-20 could be extended if the
Soviets chose to do so. The greatest extension could be
achieved through the addition of the third stage,
postboost vehicle, and single RV of the SS-16, which in
effect would convert the SS-20 lo an SS-16 ICBM. In
view of the evidence that the SS-20 force is a replacement for existing Soviet MRBM and IRBM forces, we
think it highly unlikely that the Soviets would plan to
modify it for use against the United States.
Submarine-Launched Ballistic Missiles
24. The USSR has a large, versatile, and flexibile
SLBM force for use against a broad range of soft
targets, primarily in the United States. (Figure 5 shows
characteristics of the principal Soviet SSBNs and
SLBMs.) As of 1 January 1978, the Soviets had 950
SLBM launchers on 69 nuclear-powered ballistic missile submarines and on two diesel submarines modified
to carry modern missiles. Of these, 62 modern SSBNs
and all of the 950 SLBM launchers were SALT
accountable-exactly the ceiling permitted the USSR
under the Interim Agreement. (The Soviets also have
18 diesel submarines equipped with 54 launchers for
older SLBMs. Neither the submarines nor the launchers are SALT accountable.) Eight units of the new
version (D-lll) of the latest class of SSBN have been
launched-six arc operational and two are fitting out.

These units carry a total of 128 launchers for the
Soviets" first MIRVed SLBM, the SS-NX-18, which is
now or soon will be operational. SALT limitations
aside, the Soviets will have a force of 1,030 modern
SLBMs and Ol modern SSBNs by about 1980, when
the few D-class units remaining in the construction
pipeline have become operational. The present informal extension of the Interim Agreement may have
delayed the start of
trials of one D-III and could
delay sea trials of one or more others.

sea
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Likely Deployment Areas and Target Coverage of SS-20
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25. The Soviet Navy continues to maintain only a
small number of SSBNs-normally about scvcn-<>n
operational patrol at any given time. But patrol procedures are being diversified, evidently .to enhance the
flexibility and survivability of the force. In addition.
since the missiles on D-class submarines can reach the
United States from the vicinity of theif home ports.
the number of Soviet SLBMs within firing range of the
United States c>n a day-to-day basis has increased as
D-class units have become operational. (Sec figure 6.)
We do not expect the Soviets to increase the numbers
of modern SSBNs continuously on patrol by more than
one or two units within the next several years. The
operations of the older G- and H-class su.bmarines
probably will continue to be limited to occasional
open-ocean patrols or local operations. These submarines probably are assigned peripheral targets in Western Europe and the Far East

Figure 5

Estimated Characteristics of the Principal
Soviet SSBNs and SLBMs
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27. Improvements in Soviet ballistic missiles will
not stop with the current systems. A modified SS-18
Mod 2 MIRVed ICBM (called the SS-18 Mod 4) was
tested for the first time late in 1977. In addition[
·
"lncw or modified ICBMs evidently arc
sufficicnnY far along in R&D to begin flight-testing
within the next few years. Modification of silos at the
Tyuratam missile test center begun in the past year
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Potential Soviet SSBN Deployment Areas and Coverage of US Targets
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]Not all missiles developed ~nd fiight-testcd
will necessarily be deployed. (For a summary of
estimated Soviet strategic nuclear land- and sea-based
ballistic missile developments through the mid-l980s,
sec table I.)

_J

28. We al.o believe that new lCBM systems beyond
those we have identified to date arc beiniµJcvclopcd
for flight-testing within the next 10 years.L

29. We continue to accumulate evidence that a
new, large SLBM is being developed and that an
associated new, large ballistic missile submarine is
being built. This new SSBN/SLBM system could reach
initial operational capability (IOC) by about 1981 at
the earliest. A weapon system !OC date of 1982 is
believed more likely; this is two years later than
forecast last year. The Soviets continue to develop a
solid-propellant SLBM, the SS-NX-17, using an extensively modified Y-class submarine. This SLBM could
be installed in additional such SSBNs if they are

Table I

[

Estimated Future Soviet Strategic Ballistic Missile
Testing Programs Through the Mid-1980s •

J

ICBMs
Modified SS-16 (£int test in 1978)

Medium-size. solid-propellant ICBM b

Modi!;cd or follow-on SS-19 (1981 oc 1982)

(1978 or 1979)
Possible new liquid-propelbnt ICBM (size
class unccmin) (mid-1980s)

Medium-size. liquid-propdbnt ICBM b
(1978 or 1979)

~rgc iiquid-propellant ICBM (follow-on to
SS-18) • (1978 or 1979)

·

Modified or follow"°n SS-17
(1980 or 1981)

... - - --·

IRBM
Mod;f;cd SS-20 (bcl0<c 1980)
SLBMs

Follow-<>ns to SS-N""6 and/or SS-N.S (early

New large SLBM (1978 or 1979)

• These projections
limit:i.tions.

SA~I

1980s) <

arC

J

without considering possible

c~ [){rector of Naoo.I lncdllgcnce. Dcpartmail of ~Nooy. bellaxs that the SS-NX-11 t: tht:
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comparably modified. The Soviets could develop and
deploy follow-on missiles for retrofitting into Y- and
D-class SSBNs in the 1980s.
30. None of the SLBM systems currently deployed
or being lesled have or arc expected lo attain lhc
accuracy and yield combination needed to lhrcalen
US hard targets. In the mid-1980s the Soviets probably
will have SSBN navigational and SLBM guidance
syslcms on a par with those currently employed by the
United States. It is unlikely, however, that any operational Soviet SLBM system will have the combination
of accuracy, yield, and numbers of warheads sufficient
to pr=nt a threat to large numbers of hard targets
during the period of this Estimate.
Long Range Aviation
31. As of l January 1978, Long Range Aviation
(LRA) included some 85 Bison and 105 Bear aircraft
(of which about fo:e Bears arc configured as reconnaissance aircraft and 3S Bisons as tankers) and about
40 Backfire bombers. The remainder of the LRA force
consists of 620 Badger and Blinder intermediate-range
bombers. (Figure 7 shows key characteristics of LRA
bombers.) We continue to believe that over the next 10
years the Soviets will retain a relatively small intercontinental bomber force to- complement their large.
ICBM and SLBM forces and that they will maintain a
sizable intermediate-range bomber force. The intercontinental bomber force probably would be used to
follow up initial ballistic missile attacks on the United
States, with strikes primarily against preassigned targets. The intermediate-range bombers would be used
primarily for strikes against targets in Europe and
Asia.

32. The Backfire bomber continues to be deployed
to Long Range Aviation and Soviet Naval Aviation
(SNA) units- As of l January 1978, some 125 Backfires
had been built, and production had increased as
expected to a rate of about 2.5 aircraft monthly.
Assuming a normal production learning curve and no
change in the present allocation of plant capacity. we
believe the Soviets could complete somewhat more
than 500 Backfires by mid-1987. If under a SALT Ii

technical assumptions made by the concerned agencies
result in estimates which range from an aircraft
capable of intercontinental operations without air-to-

air refueling to one with marginal intercontinental
capabilities under the same conditions.'Although extensive rc.."lnalysis has been performed and efforts to
resolve the differences will continue. wc arc not

confident that we will be able to narrow the differences significantly, nor arc we confident that we will
acquire additional information in the next year or so

that would resolve the issue. (Figure 7 shows the
results of the differing technical analyse$ within the
Intelligence Community.)
34. All Backfires observed to date have refueling
probes. Air-to-air refueling operations with Bison
tankers were conducted as part of the Backfire test
program,[_
.
.
-\"The
usc of air-to-air refueling would enhance theBackfirc"s capabilities for peripheral attack and naval
missions and considerably increase its capability for
intercontinental operations, even in the ease of the
Io,vcr estimate of its performance. Recent evidence

supports the view that a new aerial tanker is being
flight-tested and may be in production; the aircraft
which it will refuel is not known.
35. There is no direct evidence about current or

future Soviet intentions to employ the Backfire in
intercontinental operations. We believe that it is likely
that Backfires will continue to be assigned to theater
and naval missions and that it is correspondingly
unlikely that they will be assigned lo intercontinental
missions. We cannot exclude the possibility that some
portion of a growing Backfire force would be employed against targets in the United Stales, although it
is more likely that a new intercontinental bomber
would be deployed for such use. If the Soviets decided
to assign a substantial number of Backfires to intercontinental attack, they almost certainly would upgrade
the range and radius performance of the aircraft or

deploy a force of compatible new tankers to support
them.

agreement they maintain the current production rate.

some 400 aircraft would be completed by then. We
believe that future Backfire deliveries will be about
evenly divided between LRA and SNA.

36. A divergent view is that the available evidence
on employment of the Backfire indicates only that
peripheral and naval attack arc its current primary
missions. Since the Soviets could usc the Backfire"s

33. No new evidence which would have helped to
resolve our uncertainties regarding the Backfirc's performance has been acquired during the past year, and
the differences of opinion within the Intelligence·

res

Community have not been narro,vcd. Differing inter-

pretations of the available evidence and differing

intercontinental capabilities at their initiative. this

view holds that the Backfire clearly poses a threat to
the United Stales, even without the deployment of a
14
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Figuro 7
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compatible tanker force ·or the upgrading of the

able to them. The Soviets do not appear to have strong

aircraft"s performance.~ There is an :additional view

Ol.ilitary reasons to develop cruise missiles with ranges

that Soviet planners will devise Backfire missions to
use the full capability of the aircraft. Consequently, ln
this view, al least part of the Backfire force will have
preplanned missions against targets in the contiguous
United States.'

on the order of 2,500 kilometers for use against the
United States, although they might find them useful
for peripheral missions.

37. As we noted last year, there is limited evidence

. that the Soviets have a new long-range bomber in the
preflight stage of development, although a prototype
has not been observed and no flight-testing has been
detected. If a new bomber prototype were completed
in the near future and if the Soviets followed past
procedures, the first unit might be operational in the
early 1980s. Such limited evidence as we have suggests
that about 1983 would be more likely, but there is
considerable uncertainty as to whether the Soviets will
actually deploy a new intercontinental bomber.

Long-Range Cruise Missiles

40. Countervailing considerations could at some
stage persuade the Soviets to develop and deploy new,
long-range ALCMs. If evolving SALT limitations leave
the USSR with the option to deploy some number of
ALCM carriers at no sacrifice in other weapons (as

now seems likely). this could contribute to a Soviet
decision to develop and deploy new long-range ASMs.
Thus. it is possible that some portion of the Soviet
intercontinental bomber force may be equipped with
such missiles.
41. If the Soviets decide to add long-range cruise
missiles to their arsenal in the near term. they could do
so in two ways, either of which could result in cruise
missiles with hard-target capabilities. They might
modify any one of six existing air- and sea-launched
cruise missiles. Such a modified system could be
operational by the early 1980s. Alternatively. by the
early to mid-1980s they could deploy a new, large

4

38. The Soviets have considerable experience in
the development and deployment of cruise missiles,
mostly with ranges of less than 600 kilometers, for a
variety of tactical and some strategic applications. In
1960 they began to equip LRA Bear bombers with the
large AS-3 air-to-surface missile (ASM).C
the maximum system range of the.AS-3 is cstimatcaio be about
680 kilometers, which could make it a SALT-accountable air-launched cruise missile (ALCM). It should be
noted. however. thatC
"!:he Soviets
may argue that it is not SALT aceountahle.

long-range c~ise missile. Rcx::ent evidence indicates

that the Soviets arc preparing to test one or more new
cruise missile systems \vhich may have ranges in excess

of 600 kilometers. but our information is insufficient
to determine whether any will have such a range
capability or lo determine their intended missions or
launch platforms. We believe that small. highly accurate. long-range cruise missiles similar to US designs
could not be deployed before the 1985-90 period.

-n

D. Developments in Strategic Defenses

39. Efforts by the Soviets in SALT to impose tight

llallistic Missile Warning and Defense

constraints on long-range cruise missiles suggest that

th<;y believe that US deployment of large numbers of
such systems would severely stress their air defense.
that the present technological advantage in such systems rests with the United States. and that geographical and other asymmetries between the United States
and the USSR make cruise missile limitations favor-

42. The Soviets have completed the deployment of
their original series of ballistic missile early warning
(BMEW) detection and tracking radars. Work is now
jn progress on four new. large phased-array radar
facilities which will expand and improve BMEW
coverage of the current missile threat as well as close a
possible future gap in coverage. (Sec figure 8.) The
Soviets also are working on two additional attack

1 The holden of th!J ok:tO arc tM Director, Dt:fcn:c lntelllgcncc
Agency; the ScnWr lntcllCgcncc Of/tar, Dcpartrru:nt of Energy;

tk t. .... i.tant Chief of Staff for Intclllgene<, Department of tk

warning systems, one comprising over-the-horizon ra-

Army; and the t.®tant Chkf of Staff. Intel/lgenu. Department
of tM Air Fora.
• The holder of thts addUlonal okw U the Assistant Chief of
Staff. lntclllgcnct:, Deportment of the Afr Force.
•For purposes of this dilctmion, long range means in exi:c:sS oC
600 kilometers (320 nautiol miles~ distinguishing range limitation wed In SALT.

dars and the other infrared launch detection satellites.
We believe that. in combination. these two additional
systems will provide reliable launch detection of a US
ICBM attack. but they arc incapable of providing the
accurate tracking data obtainable from the conventional BMEW radars.
16
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43. The orientations and locations of all of the four

would have a capability against reentry vehicles with
large radar cross sections (such as those carried on
current Western SLBMs, IRBMs, Titan ICBMs, and
Chinese ICBMs), provided that ba.ttlc management
data were supplied to it. There is disagreement over
whether it would have any capability against US
Minuteman ICBMs.[
'

nc'v phased-array radar facilities arc consistent with

previous Soviet deployment of BMEW radars. They
arc located on the periphery of the USSR and arc
directed outward. We arc concerned, however, that in
addition to the BMEW role, the new radars could be
given the capability for ABM battle management-that is, the capability lo provide tracking and

prediction data to support the operation of an antiballistic-missilc system. We believe that at least two of the
facilities could be given this technical capability. The
other two arc colocated with existing BMEW radars,
which arc vulnerable to blackout by nuclear explosions, and apparently will operate in conjunction with
them. For this reason, there is considerable question
whether these other two new facilities could have a
viable ABM battle management capability. A divergent view is that all four of the new facilities have
been designed to acquire data of sufficient quality to
use for battle management purposes and will be
capable of operating independently of existing BMEW
radars. In this view, all four could provide battl.c
management information for future, widespread ballistic missile defenses.'
44. We expect more radars of one or both types to
be constructed. With the kinds of data we can acquire,
we are not likely to learn positively whether such
radars are designed specifically to perform ABM
battle management functions. If tl-cy arc, they could
constitute long lcadtime preparations to support a
future option to deploy an ABM system that requires
battle management data.
45. ABM Research and Development. Research
and development activity at the Sary Shagan missile
test center includes an ABM system (ABM-X-3) which
offers the possibility of much more rapid deployment
than the present Moscow ABM system (that is, a site
could be fielded in months rather than years). Its
present interceptor does not have sufficient acceleration to await atmospheric filtering of penetration aids
before its launch. The interceptor may be capable of
loitering to allow extra time for discriminating pcOctration aidsC
·

46. Despite the limitations of the ABM-X-3 system,
all agencies agree that, with the present interceptor, it
•TM holders of th<s oCcw are the Director, Defense lntcllfgcnce
Agency, and tk Senlor lntdlcgerux Ch~/: of "ch of the three

St:roec.a.
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J
47. The Soviets may intend to employ a highacceleration missile with the ABM-X-3 system.[
flight tests of such a missile have occurred since mid-1976. If the Soviets incorporate the
high-acceleration missile into the ABM-X-3 system
and modify the engagement radar, they would probably need about five years for development and
testing. An alternate view is that such development
and testing could rcquir~ as few as three years.' The
system would have an improved capability against
current ballistic missile reentry vehicles, including
those accompanied by chaff. The capability of the
improved system against ICBMs using advanced penetration aids cannot be judged on the basis of present
evidence and analysis.

J

[

J

c

J

• T~ holder of chu V'Ccw c: the IXrcccor. Defense Intelligence
Agaacy.
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48. There is evidence at Sary Shagan of renewed
interest in silos which appear to be intended for the
protection and launching of ABM interceptors-possibly the high-acceleration missile. The silos may be
integrated into the ABM-X-3 system, in which case
they would considerably increase the time required to
deploy an individual site. However, these silos may
also foreshadow a new ABM system.
49. Other dcvelo[cnts at the Sar.y Shagan missile
test center include

Antisatcllite Systems
51. The Soviets have continued to improve the
performance of their nonnuclear orbital antisatcllitc
(ASAT) system. We believe that this syslC!l\ has been
capable of use against US satellites in low- and
medium-altitude orbits since the early 1~70s. A new
phase of testing which began in 1976 has demonstrated increased operational flexibility. During the
coming decade, we expect the Soviets lo un.dcrlake
other efforts lo improve the capabilities of thoir orbital
interceptor. which could include nonnuclear intercepts of satellites in scmisynchronous and synchronous

J

These developments may or
may not be ABM related. One interpretation is that
each of the above activities probably is part of a major
Soviet ABM research and development effort.[

J According

to this view, C
yrovidc clear evidence that

the USSR has a vigorous, diverse, and hig1!:l'riority
ABM program.' Another interpretation L

]holds that

I

L

3the best
indicator of the status and vigor of the Soviet ABM
program is the ABM-X-3 effort, which has been slow
and uneven for the past three years."

50. The size and number of the activities at Sary

orbits. The Soviets arc believed now to have a laser at
Sary Shagan which could damage some US reconnaissance satellites. They arc expected to continue work on
both ground-based and space-based lasers for antisalcllite applications. Finally, existing and future Soviet
electronic warfare facilities could be used against
certain US satellites with some degree of success.
Stra lcgic Air Defense
52. The Soviet strategic air defense force currently
has more than 7,000 early warning and groundcontrolled intercept (GCI) radars located al some
l ,200 radar sites, slightly more than 2,600 interceptor
aircraft stationed at about 80 airfields, almost 10,000
surface-lo-air missile launchers deployed at fixed
launch sites, and about 375 ground-based jammcrs.
(Figure 9 shows current SAM covcr:.ge and interceptor
bases in the USSR.) We believe that, during a crisis,
the Soviets would assign available tactical forces to
strategic air defense tasks. but they probably would
not rely heavily on such forces because they have a
competing primary mission. Tactical air defense assets
within the USSR include about 800 mobile SAM
launchers, 1,300 fighter interceptors. and about 375
ground-based jammcrs.
53. The Soviets have not yet devised an effective
defense against the US low-altitude bomber threat.
even though it has existed for more than a decade.
Soviet writings and exercises of recent years show that

Shagan represent a major Soviet investment in de-

the Soviets, facing not only US but third-country

fense-related R&D. If all or even most of these
activities arc ABM related, the Soviet ABM effort is
much greater than otherwise indicated. Other than the
ABM-X-3, however, the major activities now under
way at Sary Shagan do not appear to represent the
development of rapidly deployable equipment.

threats, have been expecting aerodynamic attackers at

• The holders of thf.s okw arc the Dfrector. Dc/eruc Intell'ccncc
Agcncv. and the $en(Or Intclllgenu Checf.s of each of the &rvtca.
1• Tiu; Mlder of thf.s o!cw f.1 the Central Intelligence Agency.

TCS 889181 77/I

all altitudes. Moreover, the development of an effective, large-area, low-altitude air defense is technologically very difficult.
54. We judge that present Soviet defenses have a
good capability against attacks by aircraft al medium
and high altitudes. Against low-altitude threats. the
defenses have a number of deficiencies, including gaps
in radar coverage. deficiencies in GCI equipment and
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Figure 9

Soviet Strategic SAM Coverage and Interceptor Bases
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an insufficient number of CCI sites, lack of a lookdown AWACS (airborne warning and control system),
lack of a lookdown/shootdown interceptor, and poor
low-altitude SAM coverage and performance. The
new US cruise missile programs will probably cause
the USSR to intensify its efforts to combat the lowaltitude threat. Nevertheless, the Soviets foresee a mix
of US strategic bombers and cruise missiles, forwardbascd systems, and third-country forces which will not
let them concentrate exclusively on one aspect of the
threat. however critical.
55. Known and possible future Soviet developments
include the following:
-

New

ground~based

air surveillance radars have

been under development since 1972, but we have
no indication that any of them arc in production.
These radars probably will provide better tracking data more effectively than existing air defense radars. New CCI and command ._nd control equipment will continue to be deployed.
-

An alternative or a supplement to widespread
CCI improvement would be the introduction of
an AWACS that could detect, track. and direct
interceptors against targets al all altitudes over
both land and sea. There is evidence of Soviet
development of a large, airborne surveillance
radar which could indicate an AWACS development effort. We believe that the Soviets might be
able to deploy an AWACS capable of detecting
targets over water in the early 1980s. A more
advanced, overland AW ACS could probably not
be deployed until the mid-1980s.

tics. Previously, we projected the initial deployment of this system in 1980; we now estimate
that deployment could begin as early as 1979.
The SA-X-10 as currently configured will have
capabilities against low-altitude· bornbers and
could have some capability to engage cruise
missiles. It probably will have po capability
against SRAMs.

Defense Against Dallistic Missile Submarines
56. The development of an effective defense
against the US SSBN force is a major Soviet objective.
In recent years the USSR has been increasing the size
and improving the quality of its antisubmarine war-

fare forces. Nevertheless, these forces still do not have
a long-range submarine detection capability, they lack
sufficient short-range reconnaissance systems to search

rapidly the potential US SSDN patrol areas, and they
arc unable to track a US SSBN over a long period even
·
if it is detected.
57. To help overcome these deficiencies, the Soviet
Navy has been developing a number of nonacoustie
techniques for detecting and tracking submarines by
their wakes.

C

"""\The Soviet Navy is also
testing a passive acousticli'near array. We believe that
this testing could lead to the initial deployment of
towed-array sonar systems by the early 1980s. There
appears to be little Soviet effort to develop a fixed
acoustic system, similar to the US SOSUS system, to
monitor submarine movements continuously through-

-

.I

A modified version of the Foxbat high-altitude
interceptor is under development Its demonstrated weapon system performance against targets flying below it is superior to that of the
Flogger intercept<>r, but the system still falls
short of the lookdown/shootdown capability of
modern US interceptors. We anticipate that the
modified Foxbat will first become operational in
about 1980. Future versions of the Flogger may
be fitted with the same or a similar radar system.

- The Soviet technology base should be adequate
to support the development and deployment of a
new long-range fighter with a lookdown/shootdown capability comparable to that of current
US equipment in the mid-1980s.
- The Soviets arc developing a new strategic SAM
system, the SA-X-10, with low-altitude capabili'f'CS f!89lel •77/1

out likely areas of US SSBN operations. Soviet ocean
surveillance efforts will probably focus on the usc of
many platforms and sensors with relatively short-range
detection capabilities, rather than on the usc of fewer
systems with a broad ocean surveillance capability.
Civil Defense
58. Soviet civil defense is an ongoing. nationwide
program under military control It is focused primarily
on protection of people-the leadership, essential personnel, and the general population, in that ordercontinuity of economic activity in wartime. and recov-

ery from the effects or a us nuclear attack. {Sec figure
10 for a listing or Soviet civil defense objectives and
priorities.) While it is not a crash effort, the pace of
the program. as indicated most clearly by shelter
construction starts in urban areas, increased beginning
in the late 1960s, and improvements have been made
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Objectives and Priorities of Soviet Civil Defense
Program Objectives

Priority Tasks

Protection of Human Resources

Sheltering and Relocation or lhc leadership

Figure 10

Sheltering and Dispersal or EsscnUal Workers
Sheltering and Evacuation of Urban Population
Stockpiling Food and Medical Supplies

Continuity of Economic Activlty In Wartime

Integration of CivU Defense and Economic MoblTu:aUon Plans
Rapid Shutdown of. Industrial Facilities
Permanent ond Hasly Hardening or lnslallalloos and Equipment

l

1

Crisis Relocation of Economic Enterprises
Stoclcplting Reserves of Materials
G~raphic Dlspersat of Industry

•Liquidation of Consequences of Enemy Attack"

Preparation or Military and Civil Defense Formations

Training in Rescue and Recovery
Preparations for Distribution of Food and Essential Supplies
574168 Jt 71 Cb'< i

in virtually all facets of the program. However, the
program has been marked by wide variations from
area to area and year to year, in both the rate of
shelter construction and, the total number of shelters,
by bureaucratic difficulties, and by apathy toward
civil defense by a large segment of the population.
Most progress has been made in providing shelters for
the leadership and essential personnel.

tions to protect the work force and in residential areas,
we estimate that a minimum of 10 to 20 percent of the
total urban population could be sheltered at present.
Despite the scope and pace of shelter construction,
large-scale evacuation a\vay from target areas remains

the key to any marked reduction in the number of
casualties.
61. We estimate that Soviet measures to protect the

59. While total civil defense costs arc unknown, cost
estimates have been made of three major clements of
the Soviet program: about 117,000 full-time civil
defense personnel, operation of specialized civil defense military units, and shelter construction. The cost
of these elements in 1976 amounted to about 400
million rubles, less than 1 percent of the estimated
Soviet defense budget. If the Soviet program were to
be duplicated in the United States, it would have cost
about $2 billion in 1976, with about three-fourths of

economy could not prevent massive damage from a

US attack designed to destroy Soviet economic facilities. The Soviets have made little progr= in protecting industry by hardening and geographic dispersal.
The program for dispersal of industry appears to be
offset by a ~ntrary tendency for investments in new
facilities to be inside or near previously existing
installations. The Soviets appear to have given greater
emphasis to sheltering and dispersal of ·essential personnel and cquipmcn~ and to rapid shutdown of
facilities. These and other measures could contribute

this representing manpower costs. These cost estimates

are at best very rough.

to maintaining and restoring production after an

attack. We have not, however, analyzed the Soviet
potential for recovery.

60. Programs for protection of the leadership appear to be well advanced. At the present time most, if
not all, of what we estimate to be an essential core of
leadership clements at all levels (about 110,000) could
be accommodated in command post shelters. Counting
all shelters. including those found at economic installa-

62. The cffcctiven= of civil defense in reducing
casualties and in coping with the postattack period
would depend primarily on the time available to make
final preparations before an attack. Using the results of
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analysis postulating a single-wave attack in which
some 2,200 US weapons were used to destroy selected
economic targets. \VC estimate that:
-

Under the most favorable circumstances, including about a week to evacuate cities and to protect
the evacuated population, Soviet civil defenses
'vould reduce casualties Crom pron1pt effects and
early fallout to about 20 million and would
assure survival of a large percentage of the
leadership clements. With only a few days preparation, prompt casualties could be about 50
million.

-

Under worst conditions, with only a few hours or
less to make final preparations, prompt casualties
would exceed 120 million. Many leaders would
probably be able to reach shelter.

-

The critical time for preparation appears to be
about two or three days. during which the Soviets
would have to evacuate their urban population to
have any hope of averting massive losses.

1

1

-

While a· large percentage of essential personnel
sheltered at economic facilities would probably
survive a US attack, the Soviets could not prevent
massive industrial and economic damage.

The casualty levels noted above could rise if the
United States attacked while an evacuation was in
progress, increased the number of targets, stretched
out the attack over a longer period, structured the
attack to produce more fallout, or if an evacuation was
less expeditious than planned or was impeded by
adverse \vcather or transporation deficiencies. In as.
sessing the protection provided by their civil defenses,
the Soviets would take account of these uncertainties.

'!

.I

systems would
defenses.

improve their overall

64. In last years Estimate, we slated that we had no
convincing evidence that the Soviets \Vere embarked
on a PBW program. Although we still believe the
Soviets arc far from developing a wcapoH, there is now
evidence of a research effort for which the most likely
explanation is particle-beam weapon research. Judging
by US PBW investigations to dale, we are uncertain
whether such weapons arc feasible. We believe that, if
a Soviet PBW concept showed technical feasibility, the
earliest that a short-range system prototype could be
available for testing would be the l;itc 1980s. A
divergent view is that a prototype of a short-range
system would be possible a few years sooner, if
technical feasibility were proved by 1980."
E. Operational Factors
Warning a,nd Readiness
65. W c have evidence that the Soviets can monitor
and interpret enemy force postures, alterations of the
l
political situation, anC
sufficiently well to recognize the changes that Soviet'"'
doctrine anticipates would likely precede an enemy
attack. They probably would not be able, however, to
differentiate confidently between US preparations for
a limited and those for a large-scale nuclear attack,
because prcparatio1is for both would be virtually
identical.
66. Despite these capagilities, Soviet force development{:
"J.uggest that the Soviets are
not conTidcnt that strategic warning would be timely
enough in all cases to allow for necessary preparations
before the start of a nuclear war: This possibility
underwrites the continuing development of the Soviet
tactical warning system. Present ballistic missile early
\varning radars can provide Mosco\v up to 13 minutes"
warning of ICBM reentry vehicles and from 10 to 15
minutes· warning of SLBM RVs targeted against Moscow. Existing radar coverage can provide about 30
minutes" warning of attack against the Soviet landmass
by US bombers. The USSR "s new launch detection
systems arc designed to increase warning of an ICBM
attack to about 30 minutes and possibly could add
about two hours to the warning time of bomber
attacks along some penetration routes.

Advanced Technology
63. There.arc several fields of advanced technology
which hold promise for solving deficiencies in current
Soviet air, missile, and space defense systems. Of
particular note are the fields of lasers and particlebcam weapons (PBW). High-energy lasers arc probably the closest to being available for weapons. One
Soviet laser facility may now possess the capability to
inflict damage to some low-orbiting satellites. Orbital
antisatellite laser capabilities are possible in the midto late 1980s. We estimate that the development of a
Soviet laser with sufficient capability to destroy ballistic missile RVs is at least 10 years away, if feasible at
all. While the Soviets could deploy ground-based or
airborne laser weapon systems for air defense during
the period of this Estimate, we do not believe that such

67. Although most Soviet strategic forces are routinely maintained at readiness levels below those of US
11

The hcldcr qf thU mew u tlu: A::Ulanl Chief of Staff.

Inlclllgence. Department of the Air Fora.
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forces, newly available evidence and further analysis
indicate that significant portions of the Soviet ICDM
force arc capable of quick reaction. Within the time
provided by current Soviet tactical warning systems,
ICDMs with that capability could be launched before
the impact of enemy weapons. With the continued
deployment of nc,vcr weapon systc1ns, the ti1nc required to move forces from day-to-day rc.i.dincss to
full combat readiness is expected to decrease. Thus, a

Soviet capability for launch on tactical warning is
becoming feasible for larger portions of the strategic
nuclear forces.

Command and Control
68. To make effective use of their large military
forces, the Soviets have developed a complex command and control system. Fundamental to the structure and operations of this system is an emphasis on
the centralized control of all forces. The hardening
and dispersal of fixed command posts and communications centers, and the introduction of airborne and
other mobile command and con1munications systems,

are designed to provide flexible control of forces under
a variety of conflict scenarios.
69. Our analysis indicates that the Soviet command
and control system has a high degree of survivability.
The system's capabilities for controlling strategic nuclear forces would be degraded in a nuclear war, but if
not directly attacked its battle management capabilities would remain largely intact. We believe that, even
if subjected to a direct surprise attack, it would remain
capable of supporting Soviet efforts to launch a retaliatory strike. Destruction of several of the 30 most
important national-level command and communications facilities would complicate and probably delay
the process of issuing initial combat instructions to the
forces (assuming such instructions had not yet been
issued). Destruction of these 30 centers would seriously
disrupt the Soviets' capability for battle management
and reconstitution of command.
Targeting and Rctargcting

L

;i

J

70. Evidence from Soviet
military
writings indicates that the primary targets of Soviet
nuclear strikes in peripheral areas. would be enemy
nuclear delivery systems and storage sites, troop concentrations (especially armored for=). and major
command and control facilities. In an intercontinental
attack, Soviet targeting objectives evidently would be:
(a) the weakening of the US capability to attack the
Soviet homeland and military for= by striking nuclear weapon systems, command and control facilities,
and supporting elements; (b) the destruction of those

industrial capabilities which could contribute to the
US \var effort, as well as major economic and control

centers; and (c) the isolation of the United Stales by
attacks on conventional forces, arsenals, and depots
useful in the resupply of US forces· overseas. We
believe the Soviets can rclargct man JI of their strategic
weapons within a set of preselected targets before,
during, and after an initial inlerconllnenlal strike..

71. There is no evidence that Soviet targeting priorities would differ whether strikes were preemptive or
retalialory.c

J

Degradation of US Intelligence and Warning
Capabilities
72. Concealment and deception techniques arc an
integral part of Soviet military doctrine. Although
many of the techniques which we detect appear to be
experimental and arc often crude, some have been

fairly successful. [

"1 The selectivity
and sophistication of i:onccalmcnrand deception
measures applied to Soviet strategic for= have increased during the 1970s and arc likely to increase in
the future.
73. During a European crisis, we believe the Soviets
would use conccalmen~ deception, and misinformation to obscure their intentions and mask the size and
character of any preparations they were making for

the possibility of war. Selective electronic interference
with Western reconnaissance systems would probably
be employed. The Soviets would continue to use
concealment and deception measures if a European
crisis were to evolve into conventional war between

NATO and Warsaw Pact forces. ·once a European
conflict appeared imminent or had actually begun,
there is a high likelihood that the Soviets would
actively interfere with US and NATO intelligence and
satellite reconnaissance systems.
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intercontinental nuclear oper-

ations probably would be massive. Were the Soviets to
consider attacks on the United States that were more
limited in scope, we believe they would not reduce the
size of those attacks below that ne=sary to strike a
wide range of US nuclear capabilities and command
and control. Soviet military planners probably would
consider a "decapitation" attack (that is, an attack
directed solely against US command and control facilities) to be inadequate in terms of their established
war-fighting objectives.
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PART Ill
FUTURE FORCES AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS

A. Soviet Policy for Future Forces
7 4. The Soviet leaders will continue lo regard strategic nuclear power as central to their security and
national aspirations. In general, they will continue to
seek lo improve the capabilities of their forces to fight
and survive a nuclear war so that the USSR could
emerge from such a war in a better position than the
United Stales. They will seek forces and supporting
clements which will give them the options lo execute
preemptive strikes if they become convinced that
intercontinental conflict is inevitable, to launch their
forces on tactical warning if an attack is under way,
and, if necessary, to retaliate aftei: being struck first
They will also seek to be able to prosecute a protracted
war in which they would expect residual forces to play
an important role.
75. Aspects of Soviet programs for strategic nuclear
forces will continue to threaten clements of US deterrent capabilities. At the same time, the Soviets will
tend to assess US developments, including certain
features of programed US forces, as threatening to
their own strategic position. Some present Soviet pro-

grams-for example, hardening of ICBM sites and
deployment of more survivable SLBMs-rcflect this
concern. Others, like the mobile ballistic missile and
ABM R&D programs, probably constitute Soviet
hedges against possible future US threats as well as
deterrents to US withdrawal from SALT agreements.
They could also represent efforts to give the Soviet
leaders the future option to break out of such agreements if they conclude that the situation warrants it.

'
77. To the Soviets. the greatest concern in the
strategic competition is likely lo be the prospect that
the United States will move with dispatch in directions
which pose challenges that arc difficult for them to
cope with. Their greatest hope is that. in accordance
with Soviet ideology. the United States will prove
inferior in staying power over the long haul. Under
these circumstances. the cautious Soviet leaders are
likely lo continue to seek to slow the United States by
some accommodation in SALT while pressing ahead
with long-term force improvement programs.

B. Projections
Forces

of

Future

Soviet

Strategic

12

7& In estimating future Soviet strategic forces, we
face two general types of uncertainties, especially for
the period five to 10 years from now. One is the
qualitative improvements that the Soviets will make in
weapon systems and supporting clements; the other is
the quantities they will deploy under circumstances in
which they are constrained or not constrained by
SALT agreements.

· 76. The Soviets see the strategic competition as long
term. They probably view the main US strengths in
this competition as: (a) a demonstrated ability lo

79. Jn light of these uncertainties, we project four
alternative Soviet forces for intercontinental attack,
based on differing assumptions 'about technological
effort and success and about levels of deployment in
.the presence or absence of a hypothetical SALT II
agreement. Two of these forces, called Moderate SAL
and Moderate No-SAL, reflect our best estimates of
deployment rates, of technical characteristics, and of
IOC dates for new systems. The other two, called High
SAL and High No-SAL. postulate the earliest IOC
dates we consider possible, high rates of deployment,

translate economic and technical superiority into rapid

and technical characteristics at the more threatening

end of our ranges of uncertainty. For a summary of
these four alternative projections, sec figures lla and
llb.

development and deployment of advanced weapons,
and (b) an industrial base that could support more and
larger strategic arrns programs than it docs today. The
Soviets probably sec themselves as enjoying relative
advantages such as: (a) the ability through their
command economy readily to channel resources and
efforts into militarily significant areas, and (b) the
latitude to pursue state goals without the difficulty
that derives from the play of plural interests in free

80. For strategic air defense, we project two forces
illustrating moderate and high levels of effort. Both
reflect greater deployment of air defense systems
11
Sec volUmc II for further dcbils on these projectloru: and £or
their rcbUoruhlp to projections publi:i:hcd In the Defense Intdllgcncc Projections for Pbnnin& (DIPP).

societies.
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Figure 11a

Alternative Projections of Levels of Soviet Forces for Intercontinental Attack
Current Forces
(1 January 1978)
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bacauM of the dlffaunt technk.al ch....aarhltlc10 proJact•d for
lndlvldual ....,..pon 1ynams.

MIRVed
launchers

• Oa<;kfira bomba"' an no~ Included &n th• bo<'nl:>•r totalt In th• b.ac'
charu. Th•v era shown In p•r•nd\...,. below tha t>.-rs..
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Figure 11b

Alterriative Projections of IOC Dates
of Soviet Systems for Intercontinental Attack

Ncar·tcrm follow-on ICBMs
Midterm follow-on ICBMs
Mobilo ICBM SV$tcm
ICBM with MaRVs
MIRVed SLBMs
Now SSBN/SLBM systom

New intercontinental bomber

Mod SAL

Mod No-SAL

1981-82
1983-84

1981-82
1983-84
1978

1978
1982
1982

1978
1982
1982

Hi SAL

Hi No-SAL

1980-81
1982-83

1980-81
)982-83
1978
1984
1978
1981
1961

1984
1978
1981
1981

• Not deployed In this altcmativc force.
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designed to counter low-altitude aerodynamic vehicles
than we projected last year, due largely to our cxpCctation that the Soviets will react to US cruise missile
programs.
81. Considering the high offensive and defensive
forces as packages, we believe them to be upper
boundary cases and thus highly unlikely. The Soviets
probably would have difficulty sustaining such high
levels of deployment and almost certainly could not
achieve such high technological success on all fronts
simultaneously through the entire 10-ycar period.
Individual clements of each high force arc plausible,
however.

Hypothetical SALT II Agreement
We assume for purposes of our SALT-limited
projections that a SALT II agreement enters into
force in 1978. Aggregate strategic nuclear delivery vehicles arc assumed to be reduced to 2,400
by mid-1979. A forthcr reduction to 2,200 is
implemented by mid-1981. Launchers for
MIRVed missiles and ALCM carriers arc limited
to a total of 1,320, with a sublimit on MIRVed
missile launchers of 1,200 and a further sublimit
of 820 on launchers for MIRV cd ICBMs. Thrccyear bans on the testing of MIRVs on new ICBMs
and on testing and deployment of ICBMs on
mobile launchers arc also assumed. These bans
arc assumed to lapse in 1981, but the other
aspects of the hypothetical agreement remain in
force to 1987. Backfire production is assumed to
be limited to the current rate.

Alternative
Projections

Offensive

Force

In all four projections, we assume that the
Soviets continue to emphasize their land-based
ballistic missile force because it is the primary
contributor to the counlermilitary capability they
seek. In the SALT-constraincd forces we project
the deployment of MIRVed ICBM launchers up
to agreed limits and the introduction of follow-on
1CBM systems. We postulate that to comply with
SALT limits the number of ICBM launchers will
decrease somewha~ resulting in the retirement of
some modern ICBMs. Without SALT limits, we
project that the Soviets would not retire any
modern ICBMs. that they would deploy mobile
ICBMs, and, in the High No-SAL force, that they
would build some additional fixed launchers for
heavy ICBMs. In all the forces, we anticipate a
continuing Soviet deployment of ICBMs and
SLBMs with nonMIRV as well as MIRV warheads; in the SALT-constrained forces. the flighttesting of MIRV warheads on new ICBMs docs
not begin until the three-year ban lapses. We also
project a few more SSBNs of the current generation and a program lo construct new large SSBNs,
with compensatory retirement of older systems in
the SALT-constrained cases. Finally. in all alternatives we assume the deployment of a new
intercontinental bomber, although there is considerable uncertainly as lo whether the Soviets
would actually deploy such a bo:mbcr.
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Alternative
Projections

Soviet

Defensive

82. Soviet uncertainties about the future strategic

Force

situation-and to some extent our uncertainties as

estimators-arc affected by the present highly tentative nature of US planning for the mid- to late 1980s,
particularly concerning the size and pace of cruise
missile deployments and the development and deploy-

The Moderate force is intended to represent
steady improvement and is our best estimate of
Soviet levels of achievement In the High force
wc assume high rates of deployment. the earliest
IOC dates for new systems that we believe possible. and technical characteristics at the more
threatening ends of our ranges of uncertainty. We
also assume in this force a greater effort against
low-altitude attackers than we do in the other:
larger numbers of new surface-to-air missiles are
deployed. lookdown/shootdown and long-range
interceptors are fielded in larger numbers, and
greater AWACS capabilities arc introduced by
the end of the period. For alternative projections
of Soviet low-altitude air defense systems, sec
table 2.
In both defensive force projections

\VC

rnenl of the M-X or a comparable sys.tern. In our
analysis of future Soviet intercontinental attack forces

and strategic defenses, we assume a single future US
force. (Sec figure 12.) This force is based on the
Department of Defense Five-Year Defense Program
(FYDP). We have arbitrarily assumed certain modifications to this program to comply with the hypothetical SALT II agreement, and we have not included
the M-X ICl3M or a comparable system because a
decision for full-scale program development has not
been made. The actual US program will undoubtedly
differ somewhat from that assumed here. A reduction
or- slowdown in the US cruise missile program could
significantly alter some .of our findings, as would the
future deployment of the M-X. We believe that, out of

assume

prudence, Soviet planners. at this time would make

that the Soviets adhere to the Al3M Treaty. We
project that they will construct additional ballistic
missile detection and tracking radars and, in the
High force, that they will deploy additional ABM
launchers around Moscow up to the treaty limit
We also anticipate steady but modest improvement in Soviet ASW forces along the lines of
recent years; no projection is made of ASW forces
intended for use against SSBNs because we arc
unable to separate them from general purpose
forces.

generous assumptions about what the United States
can and wiII do with respect to these systems in the
future. They would at least be considering the implications of the possible deployment of the M-X for the
capabilities and survivability of their own forces.
C. Significance of Future Soviet
Intercontinental Offensive Forces
83. This section is intended to illuminate some of
the implications of the projected Soviet intercontinental forces over the next decade. Of primary con-

Table 2
Alternative Projections of Soviet Strategic Low-Altitude Air Defense Weapon Systems
1 Jan
1978

Mid-1982

Force Levels•
SA-3 SAM sites
(L.2.unehcrs)
SA-X-10 SAM sites
(Launchers)
Overw2tcr AW ACS
Ove•bnd AWACS
Improved Flogge• interceptor
Modified Fox.bat interceptor
Long-ra.nge interceptor

Moderate
350

3-CO
(l,:lS-1)

{l.~00)

75

JOO

(225)

(300)
6

2

IOC Dates £or New Systems
SA-X-10 SAM system
Ovcrwatcr AWACS
Ovcrbnd AWACS
Improved Flogger interceptor
Modified Fox.bat interceptor
Lo.ng·r.a.nge interceptor

Mid-1987
High
375
(1.500)

(l.~00)

High
375
(l.SOO)

325
(975)

(l,425)

Moderate

350

36

36

2

12
550
GOO

35

250

250

110

260

700
90

Moderate
1979
1982
1987
1982
1981
1986

~75

280

High
1979
!981
1985
1980
1980
19~

•Docs not include existing strategic air defensive systems with more limited low-:i.ltitude cap:abilitics, or systems a.ssignod to tactical .air
defense forces.
·
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Figure 12

Assumed US Forces for Intercontinental Attack
Force Levels

Total
Delivery
Vehlcles

2.200

2.132
Bombers

<ZZ

SLBM
Launchers

ICBM
launchers

6SB

MIRVed
Launchers
and ALCM
Carriers

Bombers and
ALCM Carriers

2.002

J.CS

3<7
80~

1.206

1.046

I

'98

ft:.')'°\;

550
.·........

......

1.320
18 ALCM Carriers

898

'"

SLBM

598

·~·
·•m
... ,.

ICBM

j"
•,

l January 1978

1982

1987

SRAMs

(l,020)

(l,020)

(700)

ALCMs

(-)

(290)

(3,020)

IOC Dates for New Systems
Minuteman lll with improved guidance
Minuteman IJI with new warhead
Trident SSBN/SLBM system (8 MIRVs)
ALCM

1978
1980
1980
1980

Note: US force proJections are based on the Department of Oofenso Fivo-Year Oefonso Program. We
have assumed certain modifications to this program to accommodate a hypothetkal SALT II
agreement. It should be noted. however. that US planning for the mid• to late 1980s Is highly
tentative.
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cern is how the prospective trends regarding such
forces may affect:
- The viability and stability of the US deterrent.

- Residual capabilities of the forces after a hypothetical surprise or preemptive counterforce attack by ICBMs.

- The USSR"s evaluation of its comparative strategic capabilities and vulnerabilities.

Quantity, Quality, and Destructive Potential
of Forces

- Perceptions of relative power in the United
States. the USSR, and elsewhere.
To shed light on these issues, this analysis examines the
striking power and vulnerability of Soviet intercontinental offensive forces, and compares them with the
assumed ~S forces in the following ways:
- Quantity, quality, and destructive potential of
total forces.

84. The first comparison deals with the size and
striking power of total Soviet and US intercontinental
offensive forces before any attack. Many characteristics of the forces arc relevant to such a comparison.
Figures !3a and !3b display six which seem to provide
the most useful indexes. Two arc the simplest and most
often used:
- Numbers of delivery vehicles.
- Numbers of missile reentry vehicles and
bomber weapons.

- ICBM countersilo capability and the prelaunch
vulnerability of ICBMs and other forces.
29
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Quantity and Quality of US and Soviet Forces
tor Intercontinental Attack, 1967-87
•.coo.---------~----------.

Number of Delivery

chicles

Figuro 13a

r

1

3,000

77
Midyc.ar

.7

L

J

1

J

L

Th• figure• for tOt•I dellvery vehlcl•• Include ICOM l•unc:h•rs O~f'•tlon..i. In c:onv.olon. or under c:on1truc:tlon; SLOM l•unch•n
operaclonar. under conv•f'llOn. in shlPY•f'd ov•rhaur. or on ... trlal1; •nd op.entlon•f long.r•noe t>ombari. Th• Ugur•• do not lncfud•
SLUM l•unchtl'f'1 on SSON1 whH:.h h•v• not Y•t b•gvn n• trl•l1 or l•nd-mobll• JCOM l•Unchcn produced but not Jn unltr.. Al10
e:ou:lud•d from th• Sovlu figur•s •r• Oac:kfir• •irc:r•fc. ICOM l•unc:hen. believed to b• OP•'•tion•l •t Tyuntam, O••' •lrc:ralt In n..,.1
evi•tion •nd rec:onnai1unc:a units. Bison tank•fl, and th• leunc:hers •bo•rd G-c:l•ll wbm•rlnet..
The fiour•1 for th• on•lin• me•1urcs •.>e<lud• ICOM dlo l•unch•r1 under conun.ic:tlon or c:onv•nion •r><f SLBM l•unc:h•n on SSBN1
undergoing 1ea ul•h. conversion. or ihlpy•rd overhaul.
Mluil• P•vlo•d1 compo..d of MAV1 (whieh ar• not lncleoendently tirg•teblt1) •re counted u one AV.
Th• comp•nson1 of hard-target potential -'tow th• number of targ•U of a nomln•I turdnen •..:i>eeted to b• d~~oyed In •
one-on-one •n~k by on•lln• ballhtlc ml11lle. •nd bomben ln~ac:h force. The tal'Q<llU are anumed to b• h•rdenedL ·
Th• •11umad US fore• 11 b•"d on th• US Qepertment of tt(f...... Flve·Y•ar O•fenie Program lf:YOPl. •xc-i>t th•t _. •uvm•
c•rtaln modlfic•tlon1 to thil progr•m 10 •cc:ommod•1• a hypoth•1lcal SALT II •a<"••nunt.
These not•• •ho •PPIY ;.., goaner•I to 1h• an•lyw1 and c:haru •Ppearlng ehewturr• In P•n Ill.
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While providing a rough quantitative index, these
measures arc not fully indicative of destructive potcn·
lial because they fail to take account of qualitative
factors which arc critical in determining how much

area or how many hard targets can be destroyed. Two
additional measures introduce these qualitative factors
into the comparison:
- Equivalent megatons (EM'I), which provides a
rough assessment of the theoretical capabilities
that yield and number of weapons provide
against soft area targets.
-

exclusively for that purpose. Accuracy, yield, reliability, and number of weapons in a force can be com·
bincd lo measure the total number of hard point
targets it could destroy, i( all weapons in the force
were used exclusively for that purpose. Such calculations represent prclaunch potentials against purely
notional targets of nominal hardness; no provision is
rnade for specific target complexes. force employment

plans, attrition by defenses, or other operational considerations. The measures used arc:

Average force accuracy, which provides a rough
indicator of technological level and is a key
contributor to the theoretical. capabilities of a
force against hard point targets.

The indicators of quantity and quality can then be
combined, along with weapon system reliability, to
give some measure of the destructive potential of
forces against broad categories of targets. EMT and
reliability can be converted by a simple formula into
the destructive capability of a force against soft area
targets, if all weapons in the force were used

TCS 88916:! 7'1/I

- Lethal area potential, which provides a rough
assessment of the theoretical area within which
the nuclear effects of missile RVs and bomber
'vcapons inflict severe damage on reinforced

concrete buildings.C

- Hard-target potential, which provides a rough
assessment of the theoretical capabilities of mis·
silc RVs and bomber weapons against hardened
point targets.

L
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There arc other measures which could be used-for
example, numbers of Mill Vcd launchers, missile
throw weight, and missile throw weight plus bomber
payload equivalent-but we believe that those employed above best reflect the total striking power of
deployed forces.
85. In figures 13a and 13b, we compare the four
alternative Soviet forces with the single. assumed US
force. The trends arc generally similar to those reported last year." The figures show that:

-

In total delivery vehicles, the two Soviet No-SAL
forces exceed the US force throughout the period
of the Estimate, while a SALT II agreement
reduces the Soviet advantage in the 1980s.

- In on-line missile reentry vehicles and bomber
weapons, the US force exceeds the Soviet Moderate SAL force over the period. The High No-SAL
force overtakes the US force in the early 1980s,
and the High SAL and Moderate No-SAL forces
come to match the US force by the late 1980s.
-

In equivalent megatons, all Soviet forces come to
exceed the US force by even wider margins than
today.

-

In average force accuracy, the High SAL force
exceeds the US force in the 1980s. while the
other Soviet forces arc equal or about equal to
the US force by the end of the period.

-

In lethal area potential. as in on-line equivalent

SALT-constrained forces would be two to four times
that of US missile RVs.
86. When the trends in the SALT-limited forces of
both sides arc compared in terms of numbers of missile
RVs and bomber weapons. lethal area potential, and
hard-target potential, it can be seen that the USSR will
gain relative to the United Stales until the early 1980s.
Throughout the period, however, advantages will
probably remain mixed. In terms of bomber weapons
and missile RVs, the SALT-limited US force remains
ahead of the Moderate Soviet force over the next 10
years; the lethal area potential of both Soviet SALTlimitcd forces comes to exceed that of the US force by
even wider margins than today; and the hard-target
potential of the US force falls between the High and
Moderate Soviet forces until the late 1980s, when the
Moderate Soviet force comes to be about equal to the
US force.
Note: Recent evidence and analysis, described in
the notes following paragraphs 16 and 27 above,
suggest that future Soviet ICBM forces may be
different from those forecast in our projections
in the following respects:
- The Soviets arc likely to accommodate to a
SALT II limit of 820 MIRVed ICBMs by
deploying about 100 fewer SS-19s and 100
more SS-17s than projected in the Moderate
SAL force.
- A new PBV, overcoming certain mechanical
limitations on the accuracy of SS-18 MIRVs,
may be installed on SS-18s beginning in
1979, rather than awaiting deployment on a
follow-on heavy ICBM in 1982 as projected
in the Moderate SAL and No-SAL forces.

megatons. all Soviet forces increase their lead
over the US force throughout the period of the
Estimate.
- In hard-target potential, the two Soviet Moderate
forces arc about equal to the US force in the
1980s, while the High SAL and High No-SAL
forces exceed the US force by substantial
margins.

-[

J

It should be noted that if missile RVs alone were

The calculations which we summarize in this

considered in these comparisons, Soviet gains would be
much more marked because of the USSR's greater
emphasis on ICBMs. For example. in the mid-1980s,
the hard-target potential of Soviet missile RVs in the

section were performed prior to these recent

indications and do not take them into account.
We have tested the sensitivity of our findings to
an altered SS-17/19 mix and to the possible
installation of a new PBV on SS-l8s beginning in
1979. We find that these changes would only
slightly affect the results of our calculations of
Soviet missile RVs and bomber weapons, EMT.
average force accuracy, lethal area potential, and

u It should be recognized t~t a failure of SALT U or the
emergence of Soviet programs along thC lines of our High projec.
lions could lod the United States to undertake neW weapon
progranu or fo adjust deployment program$ in ways which would
change thezc relatioruhips.
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hard-target potential summarized in the preceding paragraphs. The combined changes would
also slightly affect our residual calculations detailed later in this section. They would, however,
significantly improve Soviet countersilo capabilities in the early 1980s, as illustrated in figure JS.

of RVs on the missiles in those si1os.u Figure 15 sho,vs

the degree to which uncertainties about the performance of Soviet ICBMs affect our estimates. Our
calculations indicate that over the next 10 years Soviet
ICBMs will pose an increasing threat fo US ICBM silos.
As shO\Vll in the figures, the time v.. hcn this threat
reaches n'l.aJ°or proporlions depends on a nu1nbcr of
variables. u Spccifica1ly:

c

.J Pre'.iminary

- The ICBMs in the Moderate SAL and Moderate
No-SAL forces would pose a major threat to US
missile silos in the mid-!980s assuming onc-on-

analpis of the potential for

accuracy 1mprovcmentL

]suggests that the accuracy
of SS-18s and SS-19s could be still further en·hanccd, resulting in further increases in Soviet
countersilo capabilities and hard-target potential
in. the early 1980s and beyond.

onc atlacks. or in 1979 assuming two-on~one

attacks.
- The ICBMs in the High forces would already
pose a major threat to US missile silos, but this is
considered highly unlikely because the High
projections assume that all Soviet ICBM characteristics arc at the most threatening ends of our

Countcrsilo Capability and Prclaunch
Vulnerability of Soviet Fixed ICBM Forces

ranges of uncertainty.

87. With respect to deterrence, the vulnerability of

90. Because \ve have revised our estirnates of Soviet

intercontinental offensive force.5 to a first strike can be

ICBM accuracies, these major threats arc projected to

critical. The weapons most relevant to assessing Soviet
first-strike capability and the vulnerability of Soviet
forces to attack arc ICBMs. The significant hard-target
potential and relatively short flight times of ICBMs
make them particularly well-suited to a first strike
against fast-reaction opposing forces. Bomber weapons
generally have good hard-target potential, but take
hours to reach their targets. SLBMs, though timely,
have poor hard-target potential Moreover, because
silo-based ICBMs make up a large portion of projected
Soviet forces throughout the next 10 years, the Soviets
would have to be especially mindful of their potential
vulnerability.

occur about one year earlier than we estimated last

88. The calculations which follow do not reflect
operational considerations. In particular. no provision
is made for launching ICBMs while under attack

rather than "riding out"' an attack; this is a worst case
assumption from the point of view of ICBM vulnerability. We accompany the calculations with an illustration of how the many uncertainties ,vhich surround

our estimates of those key parameters-for example.
accuracy, yield, and reliability-affect the countersilo
capability of Soviet ICBMs.

year." Given the large numbers of RVs in all alternative future Soviet ICBM forces-whether SALTlimited or not-the calculation of the threat to US
ICBM silos is primarily a function of the quality of
Soviet ICBMs and of our uncertainty about it. We
••In these ~Icub.tioru we treat as a variable lo reflect uncertainly
the question o( whether two MIRVs can be t.:i.rgetcd with suf·
ficiently prc-cbc timing (that is, 2bout five to 20 seconds ap.2rt) so as
to avoid mutu.2.1 inlerfcrencc between the warhe2d.s 2nd to inereuc
the probability of Che destruction of .a silo prior to the launch of its
ICBM. We h2ve no evidence tlu.t the Soviets intend to employ this
two-on-one t2ctic. but we believe th.at at le:ut two of their new
MIRVed ICBM systems Juve the technical C2p.2bility to be so used.
These systems could be used for two-on-one t2rgcting either from
the s:i.me booster (in line) or from different boosters (cross t2rgeting).
In our calcubtions we we the cross-targeting technique, which ls
operationally more difficul~l gives slightly better results .and thw
illustrates .an upper bound. L

J

There is .a divergent view th2l Soviet planners
would consider two-on-one cross targeting with nc:i.r·simulta.neous
impacts to be oper:i.tion.:ally in(e.asiblc. Thf.s dcrxrgcnt olcw CJ hetJ
by tlu: .Ass!slant Checf of Staff, Intell!gcnce, Department of the

Ii.Ir Foru.
n For purpo$CS of this Estimate, a m2jor threat l:s arbitrarily
defined :i.s the prospective destruction of s.Il but .f.00 Minuteman

89. Countcrsilo Capabilities of Soyiet ICBMs.
<ilos.
Figure 14 illustrates the results of our calculations of [
the hypothetical countcrsilo capabilities of the ICBMs
in the four alternative Soviet forces, in terms of the
number of Minuteman silos surviving and the number
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Figure 14

Countersilo Capabilities of Soviet ICBMs
Comparison of Force Projections
Against 1,000 Minuteman Silos
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We have no evidence that th• Sovh1u plan to employ two•on-ono cross targeting. but at loest two of their now
MIRVed ICBMs h.ave the technical capability to be so uRd. The AuistantChic/ of Staff. lnu:lllgcncc. Department of
the A.Ir Force. bcUc11a that the po.ulblc damasc the Soviets could cxpcct to 11.chicw: agafrur US mluilc sl1os //cs

between thc onc-R V and tllc two-RV cases.
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believe that the Soviets themselves would be uncertain
about the results of attacks on US silos. We expect
uncertainty to influence both US and Soviet views of
ICI3M survivability throughout the period of this
Estimate.
91. Prclaunch Vulnerability of Soviet ICilMs.

clements of their strategic nuclear forces vulnerable to
surprise attack. They arc, however, building tunnels
which could afford some SSBNs a measure of in-port
survivability. If strategic "'arning were.available, they

could disperse most of their bombers and ·send about
70 percent of their SSBN force to scaL

Using the Moderate SALT-constrained force as an

example. the calculations illustrated in figure lG indicate that the vulnerability of Soviet ICI3M silos to
attack by US ICBMs will remain relatively constant
over the next 10 years unless the M-X ICI3M or a
comparable system is deployed. It also shows that, in
the absence of M-X deployment. the number of Soviet
ICBM warheads in the Moderate SAL force surviving
a hypothetical attack by US ICI3Ms will double during
this period. This is because the near-term effects of
Minuteman Ill improvements tend to be offset by
continued Soviet conversion to harder silos and to

ICBMs with MIRVs. I3ut from the USSR's point of
view, a very unfavorable trend in Soviet ICBM vulner-

ability would begin in 198G if the United States were
to start deploying the M-X ICBM or a system with
comparable accuracy, yield, and number of warheads.
It should be noted that US cruise missiles will also have
the potential capability to inflict significant damage to
Soviet ICBM silos. Because of their relatively slow
speed. they probably would not be viewed by the
Soviets as a first-strike threat, but the Soviets might sec
cruise missiles as a threat to any ICBMs in fixed silos
they planned to withhold as part of a reserve for= As
the Soviets contemplate the possibility of unfavorable
trends late in the period, they may perceive a need lo
shift away from vulnerable fixed ICBMs to more
survivable systems. Their options would include deploying mobile ICBMs, increasing their SSBN force.
and placing more SSBNs on patrol. They might increase their reliance on launching their forces upon
receipt of tactical warning.
Prclaunch Vulnerability of SLJ3Ms and Bombers
92. Since both the United States and the USSR
maintain triads of intercontinental attack forces 'vith

widely differing attributes. we also assess the prclaunch vulnerability of bombers and SLBMs. The
potential of the USSR to reduce these clements of the
US triad. and the vulnerability of the comparable
Soviet clements to a first strike. depend in considerable
measure on whether or not the bombers and SSBNs arc
on day-to-day alert or on increased alert.
93. The Soviets maintain no bombers on alert and
keep the bulk of their SSBNs in port. making these

_]
94. If launched from close to US coastlines, Soviet
SLBMs and perhaps some SLCMs (submarinelaunchcd cruise missiles) could present a more serious
threat to the US alert bomber force. In contemplating
deployment of submarines for such a purpose, the
Soviets would have to consider US ASW and missile
detection capabilities and the dispersal and other
measures the United States could employ to make an
attack on bombers more difficult. Thus, we believe
that the Soviets would conclude that US alert bombers
could survive throughout the period of this Estimate.
Moreover, because of the different flight times of
Soviet ICBMs and SLBMs, Soviet planners could not
rely on maximizing the prclaunch destruction of both
US bombers and ICBMs.
Residual Capabilities of Forces
95. The assessments of Soviet ICBM countcrsilo
capability and ICBM prclaunch vulnerability depicted
in figures 14 and 16 do not illustrate the degree to
which the ICBM forces of an attacking side would be
depicted by employing them in a counterforce attack;
they do not indicate the destructive potential of those
ICBMs on the other side that would survive the attack;
nor do they illustrate the additional contribution that
SLBM RVs and bomber weapons would make to the
remaining capabilities of each side. The trends in total
remaining forces and destructive potential, however,
arc highly relevant to deterrence, strategic capabilities, and perceptions.
96. Therefore, we next provide calculations of the
destructive potential that would remain available to
each side after hypothetical ICI3M counterforce attacks. To illustrate the trends, we measure the Soviet
Moderate SAL force and the assumed US SALT-
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Figure 16

Prefaunch Vulnerability of Soviet ICBMs
Soviet Moderate SAL Force
Hypothetical Attack by ICBMs of Assumed US Force
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limited force. For both the United Stales and the
ussn.. we examine alternative first·strikc conditions: a
surprise attack, that is, catching the other side on daylo-da)' alert; and a prcetnptivc attack, that is, assun1ing
the other side is in an alerted posture ahcr a brief
period of tension. ·rhe calculations arc made in terms

of what we call residual forces. For the attacking side,
residual forces arc assumed lo be those ICBMs nol
used in the attack and those SLBMs and bomber
\vcapons \vhich can be generated; thus, the residual
forces arc those available for other 1nissions. either at
the tirne of the first strike or later. For the side
attacked. residual forces arc those intercontinental

attack forces available for retaliation after the first
strike is absorbed. They include ·those ICBMs calculated lo survive hypothetical countersilo attacks. as
well as the proportions of bombers on alert and SLBMs
at sea noted above. In our calculations we assume that
alerted bombers and SSBNs al sea arc not vulnerable
to first-strike attacks.
97. It should be recognized that the calculations arc
limited to analysis of hypothetical ICBM attacks by
one side on the ICBM silos, bomber bases. and SSBN
bases of the other side. There arc analytical advantages lo limiting the calculations in this way. In
particular, it permits us to avoid speculation about the
discretionary aspects of force employment, such as an
attacker's perception of his requirements to strike
other military and economic targets as well as the scale
and nature of retaliation by the side attacked. But the
artificialities should also be recognized. For example.
Soviet plans evidently call for using more than just
ICBMs and for more than just a counterforce attack;
no major US attack option uses only ICBMs against
Soviet strategic forces; and a real conflict probably
would involve a retaliatory attack. Further, the calculations ignore the possibility that either side might
launch its ICBMs on tactical warning. Finally, we
make no attempt to factor in the degree to which
defensive forces might be able to degrade the residual
capabilities of either side.
98. Our assessment of residual forces provides another rough measure of the potential for destruction
and survival of intercontinental striking forces- It
illustrates important future trends and the key factors
driving the trends. It sheds light on the implications of
the size, quality, and composition of the forces of each
side and. more importantly. on how these forces may
be viewed by an opponent. It is not, however, a
simulation of the tactics and targeting which would
actually be employed by either side, nor is it a
prediction of the outcome of a nuclear exchange. The

results arc not definitive or cornprchensivc enough to

be used as a basis for detailed US planning. A definitive asscsstncnl of con1parative US and Soviet ,..,ar·
fighting capabilities \vould involve both initial and
retaliatory strikes. It would require the use of all force
clc1ncnts against a broad range

88~Wl

77/I

targets, would

operational factors and the inlcraolio~s bctvrecn opposing forces lo the maxirnuin extent possible. It earl

be argued that simplified assessments based on calculations of only initial ICDM counterforce strikes. ,..·ith
no reflection of retaliation. could give an erroneous

picture of future capabilities and trends, especially if
firm conclusions about the strategic balance and the
value of first strikes should be drawn from such
assessments alone. Accordingly, one vic'v in the Intelli-

gence Community is that incomplete assessments falling short of the comprehensive approach discussed
above probably do not provide any insights into Soviet
perceptions and should not be included in this document. 17 A comprehensive net assessment. however, is
beyond the scope of a National Intelligence Estimate.
99. The results of our analysis of residual forces arc
summarized and illustrated in figures 17a, 17b. and
17c. We calculate the residual capabilities of both
sides in terms of number of missile RVs and bomber
weapons and in terms of lethal area potential and
hard-target potential. assuming that the residuals are
used exclusively for one or the other of these purposesThe figures show tha~ for the SALT-limited forces:
- The general trends in relative residual forces in
most cases will favor the Soviets over the next

few years, largely because of their continuing
program of conversions to improved ICBMs.
especially those carrying MIRVs. The relationship between Soviet and US residual forces will
tend to stabilize or become more favorable to the
United States in some cases beginning in the
early 1980s, primarily because of US ALCM
deployment.

- Except in the case of a surprise Soviet attack, ;he
United States will have a greater number of
residual missile RVs and bomber weapons, due
primarily to the many US SLBM RVs and. after
the early 1980s. cruise missiles-

____

- Except in the case of a surprise US counlcrfo(cc
attack, the Soviets will have much greater re-

17
Tiu: holden of thls oCew art: tlu: OlralCt, Dt:fcn.st: Intellcgcnce
llgenq, and ti« S=<or Intdl<gence Ch~fs of each of ti« three
Sero{cc.;:.
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sidual lethal area potential than the United

threat to US ICBM silos posed by the Soviet
buildup in improved ICBMs with MIRVs. The
effects of increasing US silo vulnerability tend to
be offset by the following factors: (a) improve-

Stales. This is due to their concentration on

ICBMs with relatively large MIRV warheads.
-

Except in the case of a surprise Soviet attack, the
United Stales will have greater residual hardtargct potential. This is largely because of the
accuracy of US systems, including bomber weapons-especially cruise missiles in the 1980s.

ments in accuracy and yield \\·ill increase the

hard-target and lethal area potentials of most
surviving Minutcn1an III 'varhcads; and (b) Trident SLBM RVs with increased lethal area po-

tential will start to be deployed.

100. With respect to the surprise attack cases examined, figures l7a, l7b, and 17c show that for the
SALT-limited forces:

- Beginning in the early 1980s, US residual hardlarget potential will begin to climb sharply,
followed in the mid-l980s by an increase in
residual missile RVs and bomber weapons. r.,c:sc
changes arc due largely to US deployment of
ALCMs.

- The Soviets could expect that, if the United
States struck first with surprise, their residual
hard-target potential would continue to increase
over the next 10 years but in the mid- and late
1980s would be much less than that remaining to
the United States. Their residual lethal area
potential would also increase and would come to
exc.oed the US residual by a small margin by 'he
late 1980s. In general, substantial Soviet forces
would survive throughout the period. For example, the number of surviving Soviet missile RVs
and bomber weapons would grow to between
3,000 and 4,000, and substantial lethal area

- The percentage of US residual capability in
ICBMs will decrease throughout the next 10
years.
- Aerodynamic vehicles will account for about
one-third to one-half of the US residual lethal
area potential. For hard-target potential, about
one-half of the residual capability resides today
in aerodynamic vehicles, and the introduction of
cruise missiles 'vill cause this fraction to increase

potential would survive.

- The Soviets could expect that, if they struck first
with surprise, their residual lethal area potential
would greatly exceed the US surviving potential.
They could also expect their residual missile RVs
and bomber weapons and hard-target potential
to become about equal to that of the United
States in the early 1980s and to surpass that of the
United States later in the period.
-

substantially in the mid- and late 1980s. Aerodynamic vehicles would be subject to attrition by
Soviet air defenses.
102. Figure 19 illustrates in more detail the destructive potential and composition of the forces which the
Soviets might expect to survive a surprise US ICBM
counterforce attack. For the Moderate SAL force it
shows that'

Any Soviet temptation to initiate nuclear war in

a crisis before the United States alerted its forces,
however, would be countered by the size and
destructive potential of the prospective surviving
US forces. For example, in the case of a Soviet
surprise attack, the number of US missile RVs
and bomber weapons surviving for retaliation
would be no fewer thanr:,
throughout
the period, and substantial US lethal area poten-

J

tial would survive.

101. Figure 18 illustrates in more detail the destruc·· ·tive potential and composition. of the US forces which
the Soviets would have to expect to Survi'Vc":i: surprise

Soviet ICBM counterforce attack. For the assumed
SALT-limited force it shows that:
-

Until the early 1980s, US residual capabilities
will remain fairly constant despite the growing
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- The Soviet ICBM force will continue to make by
far the largest contribution lo surviving Soviet
weapons, lethal area potential, and hard-target
potential throughout the next 10 years. The
changes apparent in figure 19 result from: (a)
Minuteman III accuracy improvements in 197778, offset by continuing Soviet eonversion to
harder silos and new, MIRVed ICBMs; and (b)
Minuteman III yield increases in 1980-82, offset
by follow-on Soviet ICBMs with additional
MIRV warheads.
- The contribution of Soviet SLBMs to lethal area
potential, while never more than a small perccnt-

oge of the totol, will about double during the
period, largely because of the deployment of
MIRVs and the new, large SLBM expected in the
early 1980s. The contribution of SLBMs to the
hard-target potential will be negligible through-
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Figure 19
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out the period because of their accuracy

Soviet capabilities to conduct strategic nuclear strikes

limitations.

-

in Europe, China, and other parts of the Eurasian
periphery will be greatly enhanced because of the

In this calculation, Soviet bombers make no
contribution to surviving Soviet capabilities be·

increased capabilities of the newer weapons and, in

the case of the SS-20, the availability to each launcher
of multiple missiles for rcfire. As compared with
existing Soviet systems, the Backfire will..hc better able
to penetrate European defenses and the SS-20 will be
more survivable because of its mobility.

cause the Soviets keep no bombers on alert and,
hence, we assume that none would survive a US
surprise attack.

103. There arc important limitations in this analysis
of residual forces:
-

It examines only hypothetical ICBM counterforce attacks.

-

It considers neither the employment of other

weapons nor strikes against other targets.
-

It measures destructive potential in terms of

nominal soft and hard targets rather than specific
target sets.
-

It docs not take into account the possibility that a
side under attack would launch its ICBMs upon

receipt of tactical warning.

-

It docs not consider the possible effects of Soviet
defenses.

104. Any such analysis is also affected by the great
uncertainties in intelligence projections of Soviet

forces for a period as long as 10 years in the future and
by the present stale of flux in US force planning for
the mid-1980s and beyond. In particular, US deployment of the M-X ICBM or a comparable system, if it
occurred, would significantly affect the analysis beginning in 1986. It could cause Soviet residual ICBM
capability to drop off markedly and could begin to
restore the ICBM component of the US residuals.
Uncertainty about both the operational capabilities of
onc"s own current forces and the future programs of

the opponent is likely to affect the calculations of both
sides throughout the period of this Estimate.

D. Soviet Peripheral Attack Forces
105. The Soviets' efforts to enhance their peripheral
forces have included assignment of some ICBMs to
peripheral attack missions, relocation of older ballistic
missile submarines to bases closer to potential target
areas, deployment of the Backfire bomber, and the
initial deployment of the MIRVed SS-20 mobile
IRBM. Extensive deployment of the ~-20 will allow
the Soviets to reassign any ICBMs currently targeted
against peripheral areas to intercontinental missions.
The total number of bombers and missile launchers in
the peripheral forces probably will decline. However,

E. Capabilities end limitations of Soviet
Strategic Defenses
106. We do not compare strategic defensive forces
in the same manner as intercontinental offensive

forces. For one thing, partly because US and Soviet
strategic doctrines differ, the USSR has developed and
deployed massive forces for the defense of the homeland, whereas the United States has not. In addition,
we have not thus far been able to devise. useful
measures of defensive force cffectivcn=. Rather, we
make general judgments about the ability of Soviet
strategic defenses lo defend the USSR against a US
strategic nuclear strike.
107. In most of our analyses of Soviet strategic
defenses, we begin by assessing the capabilities of
individual defensive weapon systems. If a system
shows promise of at least some technical capability to
defend against a threat, we estimate the number the
Soviets might deploy and then judge the quality of the
defense these weapons could provide for the areas
they would be likely lo defend. Relevant to these
analyses is the fact that today. and in the foreseeable
future. the large numbers of offensive weapons available lo the United States and the US ability to
determine the location and tactics of attack make the
task of Soviet defense very difficult.
108. We find that even when we make optimistic
assumptions for the defense, weaknesses often still
appear when we examine the capabilities of individual
systems and force clements. In such cases, it is perhaps
less necessary lo take on the much more. difficult task
of assessing the effectiveness of an integrated defense.
Nevertheless. as mentioned previously in connection

with offensive force calculations, a definitive assessment of such effectiveness probably could not be
made short of performing a two-sided war game
. whie!1 would take into account the tactical interactions
between US and Soviet forces.
Ballistic Missile Warning and Defense
109. Work now is in progress on new, large phascdarray radar facilities which will expan_d. improve, and
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fill a remaining gap in the Soviet ballistic missile early

more effective than current orbital interceptors. It is

warning network. We arc concerned, however. that

within their technical capabilities to have a prototype
available in the mid- to late 1980s.

these radars and others which may be built could be
given the capability to perform ABM battle management functions. If they are. this could constitute long
lcadtime preparations to support a future option to
deploy an ABM system that requires battle managetncnt data. The Sovicls arc also 'vorking on two new

launch detection systems which together would provide reliable warning of a US ICBM attack shortly
after launch and could thus contribute to a Soviet
option to launch offensive forces upon receipt of
lactical 'varning.

llO. Compliance with the ADM Treaty would keep
Soviet ABM defenses insignificant. but ABM research
and development will continue. The ABM-X-3 system
which has been under development could be deployed
much more rapidly than the Moscow ABM system,
but, like the Moscow system, it would have limited
capabilities against a large ballistic missile threat
incorporating penetration aids. A

high~accclcration

ABM interceptor, which began flight-testing in 1976,
would substantially improve the capabilities of the
ABM-X-3. The Soviets probably would need about
five years to incorporate and test the nc'v interceptor

and to make necessary modifications to the engagement radar. An alternate view is that such development and testing co;ild require as few as three years."
We have no reason to believe the Soviets are planning
to abrogate the ABM Treaty or that they will do so
under circumstances approximating that of the present
US-Soviet political and strategic relationship. In our
view, Soviet goals in ABM R&D are to deter the
United States from abrogating the ABM Treaty, to put
the USSR itself in a position to abrogate the treaty
should it so desire, and to deploy quickly in the event
of US abrogation.
Antisatellitc Systems

Strategic Air Defense
112. The recent US cruise missile program will
probably cause the USSR to accelerate its efforts to
combat the Jo,v-allitudc threat. We believe, however,

that there will be no significant improvement in the
present very limited Soviet capability for defense
against manned bombers at low altitudes before 1980.
The improvements ,;.c forcscc have the potential of
making low-altitude penetration by today's bombers
considerably more difficult by the mid-1980s, or
perhaps somewhat earlier with a high level of effort
The Soviets probably would not have high confidence
in their capabilities against bombers, however, because
of such factors as penetration tactics, electronic coun-

termeasures (ECM), and electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM). The Soviets are unlikely to have
the capability to defend against the short-range attack
missile through the period of this Estimate.
113. With respect to defense against a large-scale,
low-altitude cruise missile attack, the technical characteristics of the SAMs, AWACS, and interceptors which
the Soviets are likely to have in the period to 1987 lead
us to judge it unlikely that they can deploy sufficient
defenses to cover all of the areas they would want to
protect. AWACS aircraft could probably provide
short-term coverage of major overwater approaches
and penetration corridors. Technical and operational
weaknesses, however, will lead to a poor quality of
defense against cruise missiles for those corridors and
target areas that arc covered. Thus, while it is difficult
to quantify the degree of protection the Soviets could
achieve against a large-scale cruise n1issilc threat in

the mid- to late 1980s, we believe that overall defense
effectiveness will be low. A divergent view is that
Soviet defensive potential against cruise missiles is

11 l. We expect the Soviets to continue improving
the capability of their nonnuclear orbital interceptor,
and possibly to modify this system to permit intercepts
of US satellites in synchronous and semisynchronous
orbits. The Soviets also have some present capability
for electronic interference with certain satellites and
we expect them to continue to develop it. During the
next decade the Soviets are expected to continue work
on lasers for use in antisatellitc applications, including

space-based laser ASAT weapons, which would be
11 The holder of this oCew ls the Director, Defense lntelltgcncc
Agency.

somewhat understated in the foregoing texL This view
is based on preliminary estimates which indicate that a
substantial number of targets could be provided with
SA-X-10 low-altitude SAM coverage between now and
the late 1980s. Given this deployment potential and
the existing uncertainties about the performance of
the SA-X-10 and other low-altitude systems the Soviets
arc now developing. this view holds that it is not yet
possible to assess fully how effective their deployment
might be against the first generation of US cruise
missiles. While the degree of protection provided for
the entire Soviet target base would probably be low,
this view concludes that the Soviet defensive efforts
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against cruise missiles might prove significant enough
in some larget areas to complicate US force slrucluring
and force application tactics. 11
114. The combination of US air atlack forces would
be considerably more difficult to defend againsl than
any one of its elements alone. US pcnelralion tactics
and ECM, as well as the degradation of defenses by
ballistic missile strikes, would continue to weigh heavily against the overall effectiveness of Sovicl air
defenses. We cannot, however, assess the full effects of
these and other operational factors.

Defense Against Ballistic Missile Submarines
115. Soviet antisubmarine warfare forces are not
now an effective counler lo US SSBNs. We believe
that Soviet ASW capabilities will improve over the
next 10 years. Introduction of the Triden.t SSBN, with
expanded operating range, will compound tlie Soviets'
problem. (Sec figure 20.) From our understanding of
the l\&D programs in the Unilcd Slates arid the USS!\,
we believe the Soviets have little prospect of devclopjng new syslems capable of effectively detecting and
tracking US submarines in broad OC"'!Il areas during
the period of this Estimate.
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dcncc, we conclude that Soviet ASW capabilities
against US SSBNs in confined waters will improve
during the period of this Estimate. Despite the likely
Soviet ASW improvements, we expect that virtually all
US SSBNs on patrol would be able lo launch their
missiles.

Civil Defense
116. To date, the Soviet program to construct personnel shelters for civil defense is estimated to have
provided shelter space for most if not all leadership
clements at national, regional and local levels and for
a large percentage of essential personnel at key industrial facilities. A minimum of 10 to 20 percent of the
Soviet urban population could be protected in shelters;
·v1c

arc confident that more extensive analysis \vould

result in an upward adjustment of this figure, but we
arc unable to say by how much. This concentration on
shelters for protection of the leadership, essential
personnel, and the general population-in that
order-is consistent \vith stated Soviet civil defense

priorities. Policies to protect industry by dispersal and
hardening have not been effectively implemented,
however, and it appears that in a nuclear war the
Soviets could not prevent massive damage to their
economy and the destruction of many of their most
valued material accomplishments.
117. Despite their extensive shelter construction, if
the Soviet leaders hoped to avert massive hu111an losses
in a nuclear war, they would have to evacuate the

majority of their urban population. Our tentative
estimate is that with about a week for evacuation and
other preparations, casualties due to prompt effects
and early fallout from a US retaliatory attack designed
primarily to destroy economic targets could be reduced to about 20 million pe0ple. With only a few
days for preparation. prompt casualties could be about
50 million, and with the time limited lo a few hours or
less, more than 120 million. Many circumstances could
cause these estimated casualty levels to rise, such as a
US attack while urban evacuation was under 'vay, an

attack stretched out over a longer period, or one
designed to maximize fallout. In assessments of the
effectiveness of their civil defense. the Soviets would
probably take into account uncertainties about the
nature and size of the US attack and other uncertainties about ,.,,cather. the time for evacuation, and the

availability of transportation. We have not analyzed
the Soviet potential for postattack recovery.
118. The Soviet leaders almost certainly believe
that their present civil defenses would improve their

ability to conduct military operations and would enhance the USSR's chances of surviving a nuclear war.
Given the many uncertainties attendant to a nuclear
exchange, ho,vcvcr, they cannot have confidence in

the degree of protection that would ·actually be afforded. We therefore do not believe that their present
civil defenses would embolden them deliberately to
expose the USSR lo a higher risk of nuclear war.
119. /I. continuation of present trends in the ongoing Soviet civ11 defense program would, by 1985,
increa:;c to about 15 to 30 percent the proportion of
the urban population which could be sheltered and
would further improve the protection available to the
leadership and to essential personnel. Considering the
projected growth in urban population, we foresee no
reduction in the Soviets" dependence on evacuation for
population protection. Improved transportation may
somewhat reduce the time required. The prospects are
that over the next 10 years the Soviet economy will
remain about as vulnerable as at present to a largescale US attack directed against it. We have no present
reason to anticipate any significant change in the

Soviet leaders' perception that civil defense contributes to the USSR"s capabilities for nuclear conflict,
or in their uncertainties about its actual

conjunction with other Soviet strategic offensive and

defensive programs, could have a potential impact on
both the reality and perception of the strategic balance
in the coming years..

120. There is an additional view which goes beyond
the foregoing and bolds that available evidence clearly
demonstrates that civil defense makes an important
contribution to the Soviet strategic posture. In this
view, the comprehensive Soviet planning, ·training,
and organizing efforts devoted to civil defense programs afford the USSR a significant potential advantage over the United States in dealing with nuclear
warfare conditions. In particular, the Soviet ability to
protect a large infrastructure of leadership cadres at
all levels in hardened command post shelters under
conditions of short warning greatly enhances Soviet
capability to support military operations. restore essen-

tial industrial production, and speed recovery following a nuclear attack. Further, the Soviets• ability to
evacuate and shelter the bulk of their urban population with a few days prcparati~n. thus markedly
reducing expected casualties. enhances Soviet strategic
capabilities. Finally, the continuing Soviet investment
of considerable resources and skilled manpower in the
program clearly demonstrates the Soviet leaders own
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Nevertheless, the Soviet civil defense program, in
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perception that civil defense enhances the overall
strategic capabilities of the USSR."

I
)
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Advanced Technology
121. Soviet R&D programs arc consistent wilh a
desire both to avoid slipping behind lhc United States
and to gain the lead in the lcchnology of strategic
offensive and defensive forces. particularly if US
programs falter. During the next 10 years, the Soviets
will have a growing potential for significant and
perhaps novel developments in weapons and supporting systems. [

I

1• TM holders of thu v{ew arc the /i.s.:U:tant Chfcf of Sta.ff for
Intcllti;cncc. Dcpa.rtmcnt of the Army. and the /i.s.:!stont Ch~f of
Staff, lntclllgcncc, Department of the Afr Force.

122. We continue to examine closely Soviet R&D
programs and prospects for major advances that might
seriously erode US deterrent capabili_!ics. We give
particular attention lo R&D applicable to dircctcdencrgy weapons for use in air and missile defense, and
to the detection and tracking of US ballistic missile
submarines. The Soviets arc working actively in both
fields, and there arc gaps in our knowledge of this
work. The available evidence, together with our appreciation of the physical, engineering, and operational hurdles which must be overcome, leads us to
rate as small the chances that the Soviets can sharply
alter the strategic balance through such technological
advances in the next 10 years. But Soviet efforts in
advanced technology applicable to strategic defense
merit very close ".'atching.
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